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Terms & Conditions of Business. Settlement of any lots on extension should be made at the time of invoice
payment. Overdue accounts are subject to interest charges.
Extensions requested on account of condition will not be accepted for expert opinions. Any Lot described as having faults or
defects may not be returned should a certificate cite other faults or defects not included in the catalogue description.
Should Spink accept a request for an extension under the foregoing provisions of this paragraph, the fact may be stated by the
Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to the sale of the lot.
It should be noted that any stamp accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity is sold on the basis of that Certificate only and not
on the basis of any other. No request for an extension will be accepted on such a stamp and the return of such a stamp will not be
accepted.

Notes Concerning Descriptions
GUM: Original gum should be expected on unused stamps where appropriate, unless stated otherwise in the description:
mint
unused with original gum showing slight disturbance caused by previous hinge, which may be present in part
or entirely removed
part original gum unused with original gum significantly disturbed or heavily hinged
unmounted mint original gum as issued
unused
without gum
COVERS: Should be expected to have minor nicks and tears usually from opening. Folded letters or covers normally have one or
two file folds. These are not described unless of an exceptional nature and are not grounds for return.
entire letter
complete as sent with comments still attached to the outer address portion
entire
the outer portion of a folded letter but without contents
cover
an envelope

Symbols and Abbreviations
刂
ᔛ

刂
ᔛ
អ
+
អ
B

*

័

var.
cat.
c.d.s.

unmounted mint
unused
used
block of four
block larger than four
used on cover, entire letter, etc.
on piece
variety, varieties
catalogue, catalogue value
circular datestamp

d.s.
h.s.
A
ᔛ
S
ᔛ

ᔛ
C
ᔛ
E
P
ᔛ

F
R

datestamp
handstamp
air mail
specimen
cancelled
essay
proof
forgery
reprint

References
Catalogue values and numbers are those taken from the latest available edition.
The use of Gibbons Specialised catalogues in Great Britain sales is clearly indicated. Where other catalogues are used they are
mentioned by name.

Buyers are reminded that payment must be made within seven days from the date of sale (condition 5.4.1),
and interest will be added for overdue accounts (condition 5.10.1.1).
Please note charges for credit card payments (condition 5.4.3(iii)).
Buyers are reminded that if they default on a successful bid that details relating to such default
may be shared with other auction houses and live bidding platforms (condition 5.11).
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Note: All buyers must read the notes concerning requests for Extensions printed on page 4 of this catalogue.
The Terms of that notice must be complied with fully under all circumstances.
Please note that ‘Spink Live’ is now running on a new and improved on-line bidding platform, which is accessible through
www.spink.com and also as a SpinkLive app available for download from the App Store.
You can continue bidding online free of charge.

FRIDAY 2 AUGUST 2019
Commencing at 2.30 p.m.
BRUNEI
501

502

刂

ᔛ

1908 (Oct.) 8c. black and vermilion with variety line through “B” (R.5/10), unused
with large part original gum, fresh and fine. Only 80 possible. S.G. 17a, £500. Photo

S$300-400

1910 MCA $25 black on red centrally cancelled by Brunei c.d.s. for 3 July 1928, a few
shortish perfs otherwise fine. S.G. 48, £1300. Photo

S$700-900

Japanese Occupation

503
503

刂

1944 (May) $3 on 1c. black, unused without gum, fine. Rare. R.P.S. Certificate (1999)
states “slightly toned” which we consider harsh. S.G. J20, £9000. Photo
Photos also appear on page 13

5

S$4,000-5,000

STAMPS AND COVERS OF SOUTH EAST ASIA
Brunei, Japanese Occupation - contd.

504

505

506

504

505

506

*

*

*

1945 (27 Jan.) re-used envelope bearing North Borneo 1944 (Sept.) 10c., 15c., 20c. and
25c. tied by Japanese c.d.s. (Type JD3) and showing censor chop alongside. Photo

S$400-500

1945 (27 Jan.) card to Kuching, bearing 4c. tied by Japanese type c.d.s. (Type JD3) and
showing censor chop at left; card with light crease. Photo

S$250-300

1945 (8 Feb.) envelope from Brunei Town to Singapore, bearing 5c. with North Borneo
1944 (Sept.) 2c. and 1944-45 2s., all tied by Japanese Type JD3 c.d.s. and showing black
censor chop below. Photo

S$600-800

WWW.SPINK.COM
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BURMA
507

508

*

*

1855 (18 May) entire letter to Calcutta, bearing 1854 2a. (small to good margins)
centrally cancelled by diamond of dots and showing, on reverse, light “AKYAB/P.O.”
double-ring d.s. in red and arrival c.d.s.; the 2a. crossed by light vertical filing crease.
Photo

S$800-1,000

1855 (15 Aug.) mourning entire to Calcutta, bearing 1854 1a. Die I (cut-into) tied by
manuscript “stamped” and diamond of dots, showing red receiver’s h.s. below and, on
reverse, “AKYAB/P.O.” double-ring d.s. in red and arrival c.d.s.; the face panel a little
creased and with central repaired vertical tear. Photo

S$600-800

509
509

*

1856 (30 Mar.) entire from Akyab to London, bearing 1854 1a. Die I (just clear at top
to large margins) and 1855 8a. on blued paper, both tied by “B/5” obliterator, showing
framed “INDIA PAID” (additionally tying the 1a.), arrival Paid c.d.s. (14.5) and, on reverse,
clear “AKYAB/P.O.” double-ring d.s. with Dacca and Calcutta transit datestamps, all in red;
some light discolouration around adhesives, the 1a. crossed by pressed horizontal filing
crease and small piece missing from reverse, nevertheless a very rare mixed-issue franking.
Photo
Photos also appear on page 9
7

S$4,000-5,000

STAMPS AND COVERS OF SOUTH EAST ASIA
Burma - contd.

510

511

512

513

514

515

516

517

518

519

520

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1856 (30 July) small envelope (opened-out) from Tongnoo to “Major Phayre,
Commissioner of Burmah, Rangoon”, bearing 1854 1⁄ 2 a. Die I (small and a little agestained) tied by indistinct “B/181 and showing alongside fine “TOUNGOO/P.O.” doublering d.s. in red with similar strike for Rangoon (6.8) on reverse. Photo

S$500-600

1857 (May) small envelope from Moulmein to Calcutta bearing, on reverse, 1854 1⁄ 2 a. Die
I (a little stained) tied by partly legible “B/127” obliterator and red arrival c.d.s. and
showing, on face, legible “MOULMEIN/P.O.” double-ring d.s. in red. Photo

S$300-400

1859 (1 Jan.) envelope from Rangoon to Ireland, marked “via Southampton”, bearing
1856 2a. pair tied by fine “B/156” obliterator, showing framed “INDIA PAID”, London
and arrival datestamps and, on reverse, “RANGOON/SHIP LETTER/PAID” and Calcutta
datestamps; the envelope with tears along top caused through opening. Photo

S$500-600

1864 (2 Feb.) envelope from Moulmein to England, marked “Via Marseilles”, bearing
1856 1a. pair, 4a. black and 1860 8p., the first three crossed by penstrokes and all neatly
cancelled by fine “B/127” obliterator, showing “MOULMEIN/P.O.” double-ring d.s. in red
alongside, framed “INDIA PAID”, manuscript “1/-” in red and, on reverse, Calcutta,
Bombay and arrival datestamps. A delightful franking. Photo

S$600-800

1865 (8 Sept.) envelope from Thayetmyo to Ireland, marked “Via Southampton, Paid”,
bearing 1865 1a. and 2a. (another stamp has been cut out) tied by fine “B/179”
obliterator and showing, on reverse, “THAYETMYO/P.O.” double-ring d.s. in red, Calcutta
and arrival datestamps; the envelope with flap missing and seal cut away. A rare
cancellation. Photo

S$600-800

1865 (11 Sept.) double rate entire letter from Moulmein to Calcutta, marked “per St
Cashmere”, bearing 1865 2a. cancelled by “B/127” obliterator, showing
“MOULMEIN/P.O.” double-ring d.s. in red alongside with arrival datestamp (19.9) on
reverse. Photo

S$450-550

1873 (17 Feb.) envelope from Rangoon to Bristol, marked “Via Brindisi”, bearing 1865
1a. vertical pair and 1866 4a., both crossed by ink lines and tied by “RANGOON/R-1”
duplex and showing, on reverse, Calcutta and arrival (16.3) datestamps. Photo

S$800-1,000

1876 (22 July) envelope registered from Rangoon to Calcutta, bearing 1865 1a. and
1866 4a., both tied by superb diamond of bars, showing large part “RANGOON” c.d.s. and
“REGISTERED/RANGOON” d.s.; the envelope with some minor stains and other small faults.
Photo

S$400-500

1876 (12 Aug.) envelope to Calcutta bearing, on reverse, 1872 1⁄ 2 a. tied by diamond of
bars, showing “PROME” c.d.s., Registration h.s. with manuscript “Prome” and date
inserted, Rangoon transit d.s. and arrival c.d.s.; the back panel with small piece missing at
centre. Photo

S$450-550

1881 (10 July) envelope to England, bearing 1866 4a. and 1873 1⁄ 2 a., both tied by
manuscript lines and diamond of bars, showing “PROME” c.d.s. alongside with arrival
datestamp on reverse. Photo

S$500-600

1883 (31 Mar.) envelope from Tongnoo to England, bearing 1866 4a. and 1873 1⁄ 2 a. tied
by diamond of bars and showing, on reverse, fine “TOUNGHOO” c.d.s. partly overstruck
by Cheltenham arrival datestamp. Photo

S$500-600

PROVENANCE:

Gerald Sattin, March 1985

Photos also appear on page 10
WWW.SPINK.COM
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Burma - contd.

515

516

518

519

520
521

521

522

*

*

1886 (Dec.) envelope from Minboo to India, bearing 1885 1⁄ 2 a. pair tied by manuscript
lines and “R” in circle of bars and showing, on reverse, “MINBOO”, Rangoon and arrival
datestamps. Photo

S$400-500

Undated 1⁄ 4 a. stationery card addressed locally, envelope (opened-out) to Rander bearing
1a. and another envelope (truncated at right) to Bombay bearing 1⁄ 2 a., all cancelled by
diamond of bars and showing “MOULMEIN” datestamp alongside

S$500-600

WWW.SPINK.COM
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523

*

1892-57 collection of covers including 1892 (July) 2a. registered envelope from Insein to
London uprated with 1a. and 4a., airmails with 1927 (July) KLM flight from Rangoon to
Calcutta with special label (envelope a little foxed), 1928 (Feb.) from Calcutta to
Rangoon with special label, 1931 (Jan.) Air Orient Calcutta to Rangoon, 1931 (Apr.)
Imperial Airways London to Rangoon (2), 1931 (May) experimental flight Calcutta to
Rangoon, 1933 (Oct.) Rangoon to Akyab (2) and to India (2), 1934 (7 Oct.) envelope
(opened-out) with framed “TOO LATE FOR AIRMAIL/RANGOON” d.s., various wartime
flights including 1939 (Nov.) to UK franked at 1r.1a., 1940 (Dec.) to UK franked at
4r.4a., 1941 (Apr.) to UK (2) franked at 5r.14a., 1941 (May) to USA franked at 4r.5a.
and to UK at 4r.4a., 1941 (July) to New York franked at 12r.15a. (bears 1937 10r.) and
1941 (Nov.) to UK franked at 4r.21⁄ 2 a., Military Administration period and Interim
Government period with 1948 (July) from Pazungaung to Rangoon bearing 9pi. with
overprint inverted and 11⁄ 2 a. An interesting lot well worth viewing. (101 covers)

S$1,200-1,500

LABUAN

————————————— 524 —————————————

524

ᔛ
S

1879 (May) 2c. blue-green, 6c. orange-brown, 12c. carmine and 16c. blue, each a top
marginal example handstamped “SPECIMEN” (Type D8), all mounted in the selvedge only.
Wonderfully fresh and very rare. S.G. 1-4. Photo

S$2,500-3,000

PROVENANCE:

Marcus Samuel
525

526

ᔛ

ᔛ
S

1879 (May) 12c. carmine showing no right foot to second Chinese character (R.2/3),
centred to left, neatly cancelled by circle of dots in red, the odd shortish perf at left, fine
used. Only 147 possible. S.G. 3a, £1600. Photo

S$800-1,000

1879 (May) 16c. blue, [9], handstamped “SPECIMEN” (Type D8), fresh with traces of
gum, some trimmed perfs at left but rare. S.G. 4s. Photo

S$250-300

PROVENANCE:

Marcus Samuel
527

528

刂+
ᔛ
អ

S
ᔛ

1879 (May) 16c. blue block of four from the left of the sheet with full margins, [1-2/67], mounted in the selvedge only, one with blue offsets on reverse, fresh and fine. S.G. 4,
£280

S$200-250

1880-82 CC 6c. orange-brown and 10c. brown, both handstamped “Specimen” (Type
LA1), the former without gum and thinned, the latter with part original gum. S.G. 6, 8.
Photo

S$250-300

Photos also appear on page 13
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Labuan - contd.
529

530

531

532

533

534

535

536

537

538

S
ᔛ

刂អ
ᔛ
B

刂

刂

ᔛ

刂+
អ

ᔛ
S

ᔛ

ᔛ

刂

1883 CA 40c. amber handstamped “Specimen”, part original gum, a few minor
perforation blemishes though still fine and of fresh appearance. S.G. 21. Photo

S$150-180

1883 CA 40c. amber, a complete sheet (5x2) with watermark reversed from the August
1882 first printing (210 sheets) with wide margins, mounted in the selvedge only, a
fraction toned but rare. S.G. 21x, £350+

S$300-400

1885 (June) “2 CENTS” on 8c. carmine pair with watermark normal (not reversed),
unused with large part original gum, the left stamp fine, the right stamp thin spot and
unobtrusive diagonal crease. A rare multiple. S.G. 23x, £800. Photo

S$350-450

1885 (June) “2 CENTS” on 16c. blue with watermark inverted, unused with traces of
gum, fine. Rare. S.G. 24w, £1100. Photo

S$500-600

1892-93 no watermark 6c. bright green, variety imperforate between stamp and
margin at top, neatly cancelled by oval of bars, fine. Rare. S.G. 40var. Photo

S$300-400

1896 25c. green, 50c. maroon and $1 blue in blocks of four, all with overprint omitted,
fresh with large part original gum, all with some shortish perfs and one 25c. with small
adhesion, otherwise fine and attractive. S.G. 80a-82a, £460+

S$250-300

1896 (Sept.) Jubilee 1c. to 6c. in horizontal strips of four, each overprinted “SPECIMEN”
(Type NB4), large part original gum, fine. Rare and attractive multiples. S.G. 83s-87s

S$300-400

1896 (Sept.) Jubilee 1c. black and grey-mauve strip of three, the centre stamp with variety
“JEBILEE” (R.8/7), cancelled to order with oval of bars, the left stamp with thin
otherwise fine. S.G. 83/c, £300

S$180-220

1902-03 “Crown” 25c. black and greenish blue error of colour, neatly cancelled to order
with part oval of bars as always, fine. S.G. 126b, £600. Photo

S$300-400

1904 (Dec.) “4/cents” on 50c. maroon horizontal pair, variety surcharge double with
the right stamp showing only the “s” of the second impression at left, unused with large
part original gum (slightly toned), the right stamp with small stain on reverse not affecting
fine appearance. A rare multiple from columns 9-10 of the one sheet of 50 that existed.
R.P.S. Certificate (1999). S.G. 136a, £750. Photo

S$400-500

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels
539

刂

1904 (Dec.) “4/cents” on 50c. maroon, variety surcharge double, unused with large part
original gum (slightly yellowish as usual), fine. S.G. 136a, £375. Photo

S$200-250

Postage Dues
540

541

刂

刂

1901 2c. to 24c. set of nine, all perf 131⁄ 2 -14 except 8c. and 18c. which are perf 141⁄ 2 -15,
unused with large part original gum or full original gum, good colours, the odd minor
blemish though a much above average set. S.G. D1-D9, £450

S$250-300

1901 2c. black and green, variety overprint double, fresh and fine unused with large part
original gum. S.G. D1a, £275

S$150-180

WWW.SPINK.COM
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STAMPS AND COVERS OF SOUTH EAST ASIA
Labuan - contd.

Japanese Occupation
Covers
542

543

544

*

*

*

1942 (2 Oct.) locally addressed envelope bearing Straits Settlements 8c. grey diagonally
overprinted in red and clearly tied by “LABUAN” double-ring d.s. (Type D11); the
envelope with piece torn away through opening at left. Rare. B.P.A. Certificate (1994).
Photo

S$1,500-2,000

1942 (10 Nov.) locally addressed envelope bearing Straits Settlements 8c. grey diagonally
overprinted in bright red and tied by light but legible “LABUAN” double-ring d.s. (Type
D11); the envelope with central vertical fold. Rare. Photo

S$1,500-2,000

1943 (1 Oct.) envelope from Taiping (Perak) to Labuan, bearing Negri Sembilan 5c. with
black chop and Japan 3s. (defective) tied by “TAIPING” double-ring d.s. (Type D21),
showing violet censor chop and, on reverse, Labuan arrival d.s. (Type D11; over two
months later than recorded); the envelope a little soiled. Very rare. Photo

S$1,000-1,200

545
545

*

1945 (3 May) locally addressed envelope, bearing North Borneo 8c. tied by fair strike of
Japanese c.d.s. (Type JD3) and showing censor chop at lower left. Rare. Photo

S$2,500-3,000

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels, November 2006
Incoming Mail
546

*

1944 (28 Dec.) envelope from Singapore to Labuan, bearing Pictorial 8c. tied by
Japanese c.d.s. and showing violet censor chop at left, no arrival datestamp; the envelope
a little creased at top. Photo

WWW.SPINK.COM

S$300-400
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542

543

544

546

548
550

549

551
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Labuan - contd.

Covers and Cancellations

547
547

548

549

550

551

*

*

*

*

*

1868 (1 Aug.) unstamped envelope to USA, marked “Via England” and “Paid” in red
crayon, rated “1/8”, showing mainly fine strike of second type “LABUAN” c.d.s. (Type
D2), London Paid (28.9) and New York (10.10) transit datestamps and “3/CENTS”
accountancy handstamp, all in red; some very minor soiling. A very rare and important
early letter. Photo
PROVENANCE:
Charles Taylor, May 1990
Patrick Cassels, April 2008
1882 (17 July) 4c. stationery card to Hull, cancelled by circle of dots (Type K1; latest
recorded date of use) and showing fine “LABUAN” c.d.s. (Type D4; earliest recorded date
of use) alongside. Very fine and rare. Photo
PROVENANCE:
Commander M. Burnett, October 1984
Spink auction, March 1997
Patrick Cassels, April 2008
1888 (28 May) envelope registered to the Duke of Parma in Switzerland, marked “via
Brindisi”, bearing 1885-86 8c. deep violet and 10c. sepia sharing nine-bar oval
obliterator, showing Labuan c.d.s. (Type D5), “R” in oval and red London Registered
transit d.s. with Zurich and arrival (9.7) datestamps on reverse. A very scarce commercial
usage. Photo
PROVENANCE:
Patrick Cassels, June 2004

S$10,000-12,000

S$2,000-2,500

S$2,000-2,500

1891 (20 June) envelope to Singapore, bearing 1885-86 2c. strip of four tied by nine-bar
oval obliterator, showing light Labuan c.d.s. with clear arrival datestamp (24.6) on
reverse. Neat and attractive. Photo

S$1,000-1,200

1891 (30 Oct.) “Lloyd-Owell” envelope to Berkhamstead, bearing 1891 (July) 6c. on 8c.
mauve tied by nine-bar oval and showing Labuan c.d.s. (Type D5) alongside with arrival
datestamp on reverse, fine. Photo

S$500-600

Photos also appear on page 15
WWW.SPINK.COM
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552

*

1893 (12 Jan.) envelope (part flap missing) registered to London, bearing 1892 (Dec.)
“TWO/CENTS” on 40c. strip of three (2), [3-5] and [6-8], both cancelled by nine-bar
ovals, showing Labuan c.d.s., “R” in oval, “REGISTERED/No” h.s. and arrival datestamp,
fine. A rare franking. Photo

S$1,500-1,800

PROVENANCE:

Christie’s Singapore auction, March 1994
553

*

1893 (3 Mar.) envelope to Belgium, bearing 1892 (Dec.) 6c. on 16c. grey tied by ninebar oval and showing Labuan c.d.s. alongside with Antwerp arrival datestamp (11.6) on
reverse. A rare franking. R.P.S. Certificate (2011) states stamp lifted and cover restored.
Photo

S$1,000-1,200

PROVENANCE:

Spink auction, March 1997
554

*

1893 (27 Mar.) envelope registered to Gloucester, bearing 1892 6c. bright green strip of
three (the first with no dot at upper left) cancelled by heavy nine-bar ovals, showing
Labuan c.d.s. alongside, “R” in oval, “REGISTERED/No” h.s., London transit d.s. and, on
reverse, arrival c.d.s.; the envelope with light vertical fold. Scarce. Photo

S$600-800

PROVENANCE:

Milo D. Rowell, October 1982
555

*

1894 (24 Feb.) OHMS envelope registered to Belgium, bearing 1892-93 6c. bright
green and 10c. brown, both tied by nine-bar oval, showing Labuan c.d.s., “R” in oval,
“REGISTERED/No” h.s. and, on reverse, Brussels and Antwerp arrival (24.3) c.d.s.; the
envelope slightly truncated at left. An unusual franking to this destination. Photo

S$800-1,000

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels, April 2008
556

557

558

*

*

*

1894 (9 Apr.) “Mitford” envelope registered to London, bearing 1891-92 6c. on 8c.
mauve pair tied by light Labuan c.d.s. with another strike alongside, showing “R” in oval,
“REGISTERED/No” h.s. and red arrival c.d.s.; the envelope with flap missing. Photo

S$300-400

1894 (21 May) envelope registered to the German Consulate General in Constantinople,
bearing 1894 Pictorial 18c. neatly tied by Labuan c.d.s., showing “R” in oval and, on
reverse, Austrian Post Office arrival c.d.s. (31.8); envelope with light horizontal crease
towards foot. A fine commercial franking to a most unusual destination. Photo

S$500-600

1895 (14 Mar.) double rate envelope registered to Hong Kong, bearing 1892 2c. roselake strips of three (2) and a pair, all tied by Labuan c.d.s., showing “R” in oval,
“REGISTERED/No” h.s. and, on reverse, Singapore (19.3) and arrival datestamps. A rare
and attractive franking. R.P.S. Certificate (1975). Photo

S$1,200-1,500

PROVENANCE:

Milo D. Rowell, October 1992
559

560

*

*

1895 (2 Sept.) 3c. reply paid card to Persia, marked “Via Bombay and Bushire”, cancelled
by Labuan c.d.s., showing Singapore (6.9), Negapatam (20.9) and Kerman datestamps;
some slight soiling. A rare commercial usage to a most unusual destination. Photo

S$400-500

1896 (3 Mar.) envelope to Stockholm, bearing 1894-96 Pictorial 1c., 2c., 3c. and 1895
(June) 4c. on $1, all tied by Labuan c.d.s. and showing arrival datestamp on reverse. A
neat and colourful franking. Photo

S$300-400

Photos also appear on page 17
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561

562

*

*

1896 (18 July) mourning envelope registered to Winnipeg, Canada, bearing 1894-95
Pictorial 2c., 3c., 5c. and 1895 (June) 4c. on $1 (2), all tied by Labuan c.d.s., showing
“R” in oval, London transit d.s. (20.8) with arrival c.d.s. (31.8) on reverse. A most
attractive franking. Photo

S$400-500

1897 (22 Feb.) OHMS envelope, complete with Avis De Reception form, registered to
London and redirected to Ohio, USA, showing Labuan c.d.s. and oval-framed “R” in
deep bluish ink, “REGISTERED/No” h.s. and two London Registered oval d.s. (one in red),
all on face, New York transit oval d.s. in red on reverse. Rare and full of character. Photo

S$1,500-1,800

Note: The cover was sent by the Postmaster of Labuan, Walter W. Boyd, enclosing the form
and requesting acknowledgement of receipt of a letter to the Very Rev. Prefect Apostolic of
Labuan and founder of the Mill Hill Mission there and in North Borneo.
PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels, June 2004
563

564

*

*

1897 (18 Aug.) envelope registered to Singapore, bearing 1896 Jubilee 8c. and 1897
Pictorial 1c. (2) and 8c. (perf faults at right), all tied by Labuan c.d.s., showing another
strike alongside, “R” in oval, “REGISTERED/No” h.s. with arrival c.d.s. (25.8) on reverse;
the adhesives with some minor foxing on perfs. Attractive. Photo

S$300-400

1897 (Nov.) 1c. reply paid card from the Postmaster to Cape of Good Hope, uprated
with 1896 Jubilee 3c. (perf faults at right), both cancelled by Labuan c.d.s. in blue and
showing, on reverse, Cape Town and Fort Beaufort arrival datestamps. Photo

S$400-500

PROVENANCE:

Charles Taylor, May 1990
“Stolz”, September 2011
565

566

567

*

*

*

1898 (28 June) envelope registered to Austria, bearing 1895 (June) 10c. on $1, 1897
Pictorial 3c. and 5c., all tied Labuan c.d.s., showing another two strikes, “R” in oval,
“REGISTERED/No” h.s. and, on reverse, Naples transit c.d.s. Attractive. Photo

S$300-400

1899 (11 Oct.) commercial envelope to Portsmouth Va, USA, bearing 1897 Pictorial 1c.
(2) and 5c. pair, all cancelled by light Labuan c.d.s., showing another strike on face with
New York and arrival datestamps on reverse; the adhesives with some lightly stained perfs.
Photo

S$300-400

1903 (20 Jan.) North Borneo 1c. yellow-brown stationery card from W.E. Birch,
Governor, to one of his four daughters in England, uprated with 1897 Pictorial 3c.
cancelled by Labuan c.d.s. with another strike alongside; some creasing in upper left
corner though a rare usage of North Borneo postal stationery in Labuan. Photo

S$500-600

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels, April 2008
568

*

1903 (Nov.) envelope ex the “Abrahamson” correspondence registered to London,
bearing 1902 Crown 4c. (6) tied by light Labuan c.d.s., showing framed registration h.s.
in violet (R3) with arrival datestamp on reverse. Photo

Photos also appear on page 19
WWW.SPINK.COM
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Straits Settlements used in Labuan
569

570

571

572

573

574

575

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1907 (14 Mar.) envelope ex the “Abrahamson” correspondence to London, bearing
1906-07 4c. on 12c. clearly tied by Labuan c.d.s., showing another clear strike alongside
and Singapore transit d.s. (18.3) on reverse; the 4c. a little wrinkled and the envelope with
central vertical fold. Photo

S$300-400

1907 (9 May) envelope registered to London, bearing 1906-07 3c., 4c. on 12c., 4c. on
16c. and 4c. on 18c., all neatly tied by Labuan c.d.s., showing framed registration h.s.
with, on reverse, Singapore (13.5) and arrival (5.6) datestamps. Neat and attractive.
Photo

S$300-400

1907 (4 June) envelope registered to Sandakan, bearing 1906-07 4c. on 12c. strip of six
clearly tied by Labuan c.d.s., showing framed registration h.s. with, on reverse, Jesselton
(6.6) and arrival (9.6) datestamps. A neat and attractive commercial franking. Photo

S$400-500

1908 (24 Apr.) envelope registered to Germany, bearing 1906-07 4c. on 12c., 4c. on
16c., 4c. on 18c., 8c. and 10c., all tied by Labuan c.d.s., showing framed registration h.s.
with, on reverse, Singapore (11.5) and arrival (4.6) datestamps. Photo

S$250-300

1911 (18 Oct.) commercial envelope to London and redirected to Gibraltar, bearing KE
4c. tied by Labuan double-ring d.s. with another clear strike alongside, showing London
machine d.s. (15.11) with Gibraltar arrival c.d.s. (19.11) on reverse. Photo

S$500-600

1914 (4 Jun) envelope to Ohio USA, bearing KE 4c. and KGV 1c. vertical strip of four,
all tied by Labuan double-ring d.s., showing another strike on face with Singapore transit
c.d.s. (8.6) on reverse. Photo

S$300-400

1941 (24 June) envelope to Sandakan, bearing KGVI 8c. tied by Labuan double-ring d.s.,
showing “PASSED BY/CENSOR” label at left tied by framed “PASSED BY/17/CENSOR/NORTH
BORNEO” in red, fine. Rare. Photo

S$600-800

Australian Forces
576

*

1944-45 envelopes (4) to Australia, franked at 3d. (3) or 6d., cancelled by “N1/46 AUST
“FIELD POST OFFICE/037” (2) and “AIR FORCE P.O./234” datestamps, the last
with registration h.s. alongside and all with censor cachet in violet

S$200-250

1944-45 envelopes (5) to Australia, franked at 3d. (3) or 6d. (2), cancelled by “N1/46
AUST BASE P.O./C”, “FIELD POST OFFICE/037” (2, both censored), “AUST. ARMY P.O./239”
and “AIR FORCE P.O./234” datestamps, the last two with registration h.s. alongside and the
last with oval “R.A.A.F. CENSOR/962” cachet in violet

S$250-300

BASE P.O./C”,

577

*

Incoming Mail
578

*

1904 (14 Mar.) Austria 5h. blue-green stationery card from Graz to Labuan, showing
“PENANG TO SINGAPORE” double-ring d.s. (16.4) with Labuan c.d.s. for 27 April and 5
July, manuscript “Try North Borneo” added in blue crayon with Kudat c.d.s. for 5 July and
10 July, manuscript “Try Sandakan” added in red crayon and with Sandakan c.d.s. for 11
July together with “UNKNOWN”, “UNCLAIMED” and “RETURNED” handstamps (Types I10,
I11 and I12), before the card was eventually returned and with Graz datestamp applied
on eventual arrival; all markings remarkably struck on face. A fascinating card full of
character. Photo
PROVENANCE:

“Stolz”, September 2010

Photos also appear on page 21
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MALAYA
STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Early Letters
579

580

581

582

583

*

*

*

*

S
ᔛ

1834 (6 Feb.) entire letter to London, rated “1/4”, showing good to fine circular intaglio
“PRINCE OF WALES ISLAND/POST OFFICE” in red with manuscript date inserted and, on
reverse, Madras Ship Letter and Out Station Madras Ship Letter (crossed by tear which
also affects top right corner of face panel) datestamps, framed “INDIA LETTER/FALMOUTH”
across join and overstruck by red arrival c.d.s. (21.6). Photo

S$400-500

1837 (5 Jan.) entire letter to London, rated “1/1” and showing, on reverse, good to fine
framed “PINANG/POST OFFICE” datestamp in red partly overstruck by Calcutta transit d.s.
(22.1) and framed “INDIA LETTER/FALMOUTH”, both also in red, Calcutta G.P.O. Ship
Letter d.s. and arrival c.d.s. (12.6). Rare, we record only twelve examples of this
datestamp, used between April 1837 and June 1837. Photo

S$1,500-1,800

1838 (1 Sept.) entire letter to London, rated “2/4” and showing, on reverse, mainly fine
framed “PINANG/POST OFFICE” datestamp in black partly overstruck by arrival c.d.s. (4.3),
framed “CALCUTTA/SHIP LETTER/Bearing” with framed “INDIA LETTER/DEAL” on face.
Rare, we record nine examples of this datestamp used between August 1837 and July
1839. Photo

S$1,500-1,800

1859 entire from Penang to Scotland, marked “Via Marseilles”, bearing India 1856-64
1a. brown pair and 4a. black, cancelled by indistinct obliterator, showing “PENANG/P.O.”
double-ring d.s. in red at left with Forres arrival datestamp on reverse. Photo

S$600-800

1867-72 CC 2c. brown, 4c. rose, 6c.lilac and 8c. orange, each handstamped “SPECIMEN”
(Type D5), all with part gum, some faults but rare. Photo

S$500-600

PROVENANCE:

Tay Peng Hian, November 1986
584

585

586

刂+
អ

ᔛ

刂

1867-72 CC 4c. rose block of four, unused with large part original gum, fresh and fine.
S.G. 12. Photo

S$600-800

1880 (Mar.) “10/cents” on 30c. claret, type “jj” [R.8/5], mainly lightly cancelled, one
short perf at foot and minor creasing at top, nevertheless a much above average example
of this rare stamp which only occurs once in the setting. S.G. 32, £2500. Photo

S$1,200-1,500

1880 (Apr.) “10” on 30c. claret vertical pair from rows 5 and 6 of the setting showing
types “a” (lower stamp) and “c”, unused with large part original gum and of good colour,
the upper stamp with tiny thin spot and the lower with unobtrusive crease, neither of
which affects fine appearance. S.G. 33/35, £1200+. Photo

S$500-600

PROVENANCE:

“Asch”, November 1991
587

588

589

590

刂

刂

ᔛ

刂+
ᔛ
អ

1880 (Apr.) “10” on 30c. claret vertical pair from R.5-6/6 of the setting showing types
“b” (upper stamp) and “a”, good colour, unused with part to large part original gum; the
upper stamp with pinhole and the lower with paper flaw, nevertheless a rare multiple
which only occurs once in the setting. S.G. 33/34, £625+. Photo

S$300-400

1884 (Feb.) 8c. on 12c. blue, fresh and fine unused with part original gum. S.G. 74,
£1200. Photo

S$1,000-1,200

1902-03 3c. dull purple and orange with watermark inverted, lightly cancelled with
indistinct datestamp, tiny corner crease otherwise fine. S.G. 111w, £425. Photo

S$250-300

1904-10 MCA 4c. purple on red chalk-surfaced paper, a block of four with watermark
inverted, fresh and fine unmounted mint. S.G. 129aw, £520

S$300-400

Photos appear on pages 13 and 23
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593
594
595

ᔛ

ᔛ
S

ᔛ

ᔛ

ᔛ
S

1906-07 2c. black and green, perf 141⁄ 2 -15, lightly cancelled by Labuan c.d.s., two
shortish perfs otherwise fine. S.G. 142a, £325

S$150-180

1906-12 MCA $500 purple and orange overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fresh colours and large
part original gum, tiny tone speck on reverse mentioned for accuracy, fine. S.G. 169s,
£4750. Photo

S$2,500-3,000

1912-23 MCA 1c. blue-green with watermark inverted, fine and lightly cancelled. S.G.
193bw, £400. Photo

S$250-300

1912-23 MCA 1c. black with watermark inverted, fine and lightly cancelled. S.G. 194w,
£500. Photo

S$300-400

1921-33 Script, prepared for use but not issued, 8c. carmine overprinted “SPECIMEN”,
part original gum (central hinge remnant), fine. S.G. 240es, £600. Photo

S$300-400

Covers and Cancellations
596

597

598

*

*

1870 (5 Mar.) entire letter ex the Buckley correspondence from Singapore to
Saddleworth, marked “Via Marseilles, per Fench Mail”, bearing 1867 CC 32c. pale red
with part firm’s chop, tied by light “D14” duplex and showing Manchester datestamp on
reverse. Neat and attractive. Photo

S$500-600

1873 (2 Aug.) envelope from Singapore to Steamer Point, marked “Per French Mail”,
bearing 1867-72 24c. blue-green tied by manuscript markings and cancelled by small
circle of dots, showing clear “SINGAPORE/PAID” c.d.s. in red alongside and, on reverse,
“ADEN.STEAMER.POINT” datestamp (22.8); the envelope a little discoloured. The only
example of first permanent issue on cover to Aden. Photo

S$400-500

1878 (May) envelope from Singapore to Madrid, bearing 1867-72 12c blue (a few
stained perfs) tied by firm’s chop and indistinct cancel, showing poor “SINGAPORE/PAID”
c.d.s. in red and octagonal “POSS. ANGL./PAQ. FR. N No 8” d.s. A scarce destination. Photo

S$400-500

PROVENANCE:

George Dyer, November 1984
599

600

601

*

*

*

1882 (6 Oct.) 4c. stationery card from Penang to London, clearly cancelled by “B/172”
obliterator and showing fine “PENANG/PAID” c.d.s. in red in opposite corner; card with
light horizontal crease. Photo

S$350-450

1887-88 envelopes (4) ex the Marsh correspondence from Penang to Cambridge with
frankings of 10c. and 20c. (3, different make-ups), all adhesives tied by pen-strokes and
cancelled by dumb obliterator with Penang c.d.s. alongside; one with some small stains
and three with peripheral creases due to original contents. A good group

S$500-600

1887 (18 July) envelope from Malacca to Singapore, bearing 1883 2c. tied by “B/172”
obliterator and showing fine “MALACCA/PAID” c.d.s. in red (Type PD3) with arrival
datestamp on reverse; the envelope slightly truncated at right and with tear etc. at lower
right. Photo

S$300-400

PROVENANCE:

Milo D. Rowell, October 1992
602

*

1922 (15 Apr.) envelope from Penang to Manchester, bearing 1922 Exhibition 4c.
irregular strip of three tied by c.d.s. with uncancelled 1c. strip of four and 2c. strip of three
on reverse, and showing fine framed “LATE FEE PAID” h.s. in violet (Type I56). Photo

S$400-500

PROVENANCE:

Milo D. Rowell, May 1993
603

*

1922 (22 Apr.) envelope registed to San Francisco, bearing 1922 Exhibition 1c. corner
block of four, one with small “A”, 2c. (small fault at foot), 8c., 10c. and 45c., all tied by
“RAFFLES HOTEL/SINGAPORE” double-ring d.s. and showing Singapore registration label
handstamped “RAFFLES HOTEL”; and 1931 (29 Apr.) envelope from Singapore to London,
bearing Exhibition 25c. with unoverprinted 5c., 6c. and 12c. and showing airmail
etiquette at lower left
Photos appear on pages 13, 23 and 35
25
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FEDERATED MALAY STATES

604
604

605

P
ᔛ

ᔛ
P

605

1922-34 5c. die proof of the frame in black on glazed card (92x60mm.) marked “AFTER
STRIKING”, fine. Photo

S$300-400

1922-34 $2 die proof of the frame in black on glazed card (92x60mm.) marked “F.M.S.
8881” and dated “24th March 1931”, fine. Photo

S$300-400

606

606

607

ᔛ
P

ᔛ
P

607

STRIKING”

1922-34 $2 die proof of the frame in black on glazed card (92x53mm.) marked “AFTER
and dated “31/3/31”, fine. Photo

S$300-400

1922-34 $5 die proof of the frame in black on glazed card (92x55mm.) marked “AFTER
and dated “1/4/31”, fine. Photo

S$300-400

STRIKING”
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JOHORE
608 ័

609

*

1891 (May) 2c. (Type 17) on 24c. green with variety “CENST” (R.5/4), tied to small
piece by almost complete circular “JOHORE/Star and Crescent/BAHRU”, fine. S.G. 17a,
£500. Photo

S$300-400

1896 (30 Nov.) envelope to India, bearing 1896 3c. tied by circular “BANDER
and Crescent/MUAR”, in combination with Straits Settlements 1892-99
8c. ultramarine tied by Singapore c.d.s. (30.11) and showing part Bander Maharani Muar
c.d.s. in red with, on reverse, Singapore and arrival datestamps; the envelope very slightly
reduced at right. Photo

S$600-800

MAHARANI/Star

610
610

611

612

P
ᔛ

刂+
ᔛ
អ

刂+
ᔛ
អ

1904-10 die proof of the vignette with uncleared surround, in black on glazed card
(92x60mm.) marked “BEFORE HARDENING” and dated “18 NOV 03”, fine. Photo

S$400-500

1922-41 Script 10c. dull purple and yellow block of four on thin striated paper,
unmounted mint (slight gum yellowing), fine. A scarce multiple. S.G. 112a, £520

S$250-300

1922-41 $5 green and orange block of four on thin striated paper, fresh and fine
unmounted mint. S.G. 124a, £360

S$200-250

Photos also appear on pages 13 and 35
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KEDAH
Thai Occupation

613
613

*

1895 (11 Aug.) 4a. stationery card from Alor Star to Penang, cancelled by very fine
“KEDAH” c.d.s. (Type A) and showing arrival datestamp in opposite corner. R.P.S.
Certificate (2019). Photo

S$4,000-5,000

614
614

*

1906 (12 Feb.) 12a. letter card from Alor Star to Germany, cancelled by fine “KEDAH”
c.d.s. (Type B) and showing, on reverse, Penang and arrival datestamps; a few light stains,
mainly at lower right. Rare. R.P.S. Certificate (2019). Photo
WWW.SPINK.COM
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615
615

*

1906 (June) 4a. stationery card from Alor Star to London, uprated with 1899-1904 1a.,
cancelled by bi-lingual “Singora” c.d.s., showing superb “KEDAH” transit c.d.s. (Type B),
Penang and arrival datestamps. Most attractive. R.P.S. Certificate (2019). Photo
PROVENANCE:

Charles Stewart, June 1984

29
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Kedah, Thai Occupation - contd.

616
616

*

1

1907 (7 Feb.) 4a. on 1 ⁄ 2 a. stationery card from Alor Star to Penang, uprated with 1905
1a. and cancelled by light “KEDAH” c.d.s. (Type B) and showing arrival datestamp
alongside; the card with heavy diagonal crease across stamp impression. R.P.S. Certificate
(2019). Photo

S$1,500-1,800

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Kearney

617
617

*

1908 (5 Dec.) 4a. on 11⁄ 2 a. stationery card from Alor Star to Kuala Lumpur (underpaid
1a.), cancelled by very fine bi-lingual “Kedah” c.d.s. (Type C), showing Penang, Kuala
Lumpur and Batu Road datestamps alongside; the card a little soiled. R.P.S. Certificate
(2019). Photo
WWW.SPINK.COM
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618
618

*

1909 (7 Jan.) envelope registered from Alor Star to India bearing, on reverse, 1905 18a.
tied by very fine bi-lingual “Kedah” c.d.s. (Type C) and showing Penang and arrival
datestamps along side with, on face, another fine strike of the bi-lingual datestamp and
framed “REGT. LETTER No” handstamp. Very rare. R.P.S. Certificate (2019). Photo
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Kedah - contd.

619

620

621

622

ᔛ
S

ᔛ

刂
ᔛ

刂
ᔛ

1912 MCA 30c., 40c., 50c., $3 and $5, each overprinted “SPECIMEN” and additionally
handstamped “COLONIAS” in violet by the Portuguese receiving authority, the 30c. with
gum, the others without, all with light overall toning

S$400-500

1922-40 Script, 1st printing, 1c. black with watermark inverted, lightly cancelled with
part Exhibition cancel, a few shortish perfs at top, otherwise fine - the first recorded
example. Also 1919-21 MCA 2c. (slightly washed appearance) with watermark inverted
and reversed, lightly cancelled. Photo

S$500-600

1965 (Nov.) Orchid 2c. with yellow (flower) omitted, fine unmounted mint. With
normal for comparison. S.G. 116b, £275

S$120-150

1965 (Nov.) Orchid 5c. with black (country name and head) omitted, fine unmounted
mint. With normal for comparison. S.G. 117a, £325

S$150-180

KELANTAN

623

623

*

1910 (6 Feb.) photographic picture postcard to Denmark, bearing Federated Malay States
3c. tied by rare “BATU MENGKEBANG/KELANTAN” c.d.s. (Type D2; eight days earlier than
recorded) and showing Kota Bharu and Singapore transit datestamps, fine. Very rare.
R.P.S. Certificate (2019). Photo

Photos also appear on page 13
WWW.SPINK.COM
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NEGRI SEMBILAN
624

625

ᔛ
E

刂+
អ

1933-34 50c. Survey Department essays comprising Coat of Arms in vertical format setenant pair comprising Norris Types A (open sheafs of rice) and B (closed sheafs of rice)
in black and blue on thin surfaced paper (76x129mm.); large format Coats of Arms setenant block of four comprising Types D (upper pair) and E in blue on thin surfaced paper
(87x135mm.) plus Type D and E singles (4) in black on green and in red; and small
format Coat of Arms (3) comprising Type J in black and in green and Type K in black;
fine

S$400-500

1935-41 Script 6c. scarlet marginal plate number block of four from the foot of the sheet,
the lower right stamp with variety stop omitted at right, one shortish perf otherwise fine
mint (the lower pair with variety unmounted). A fine positional block. S.G. 27/a, £954+.
Photo

S$500-600

PAHANG
626

627

628

629

630

刂

刂

ᔛ

ᔛ
E

刂អ
ᔛ
B

1898 50c. dull purple and greenish black, unused with part original flat gum as usual,
good colour, fine. S.G. 21, £475. Photo

S$250-300

1898 50c. green and black, unused with large part original gum, excellent colour, fine;
Senf handstamp on reverse. S.G. 22, £300

S$200-250

1898 $1 green and pale green, neatly cancelled with part 1899 datestamp, good colours;
minor thin spot in top margin not affecting fine appearance. S.G. 23, £700. Photo

S$250-300

1933-34 50c. Survey Department essays comprising Norris Types H, I, J and K block of
four in black; Type O lower left corner block of four in black; Types H and L se-tenant
pair in green; and Types J and M se-tenant pair in green; fine

S$450-550

1935-41 Script 6c. scarlet lower right corner block of ten (5x2) with imprint, fine
unmounted mint. S.G. 34, £320+

S$200-250

PENANG
631

刂
ᔛ

1965 Orchid 15c. with margin at left, variety green (value and leaves) omitted, fine
unmounted mint. S.G. 71b, £700. Photo

S$350-450

PERAK
632

633

ᔛ

ᔛ
E

634

635

刂អ
ᔛ
B

1896-99 $3 green and ochre, centrally cancelled by “IPOH/POST OFFICE” squared-circle
d.s. for 22 December 1899, good colour; one short perf at top and some very tiny
abrasions, nevertheless an above average example of this scarce stamp. S.G. 78, £550.
Photo

S$250-300

1933-34 50c. Survey Department essays comprising Norris Type F in lilac and Type G in
grey, brown and lilac, all in blocks of four on thin surfaced wove paper (150x115mm.
approx) being complete impressions of the plate, fine

S$300-400

1938-41 Script 2c. orange on striated paper, a block of thirty (3x10; some staining and
adherences on reverse) from the right of the sheet with margins on three sides, and a used
lower left corner block of six (3x2; “arrow” indicator affixed to bottom margin) with plate
number, the lower right corner stamp in both showing malformed “2c”. S.G. 105a,
£360+

S$150-180

1965 Orchid 15c. lower left corner block (2x3) with colour bars, the upper right stamp
showing partial printing of green resulting in almost complete omission of “15c” figures
of value, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 168/var

S$150-180

Photos appear on pages 13 and 39
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SELANGOR
636

637

638

刂

*

刂
ᔛ

1891 (May) 2c. on 24c. green vertical pair from rows 9-10 showing Types 38 and 39 setenant, unused with large part original gum; the upper stamp with slightly rounded corner
and minor mark at top right, the lower stamp fine. S.G. 47/48, £450+

S$200-250

1892 (20 Jan.) envelope (a few small faults) from Kuala Kubu to Nagasaki, Japan, bearing
Straits Settlements 1883 5c. blue cancelled with diamond of bars and showing despatch
and two Japanese transit datestamps alongside, the reverse with Kuala Lumpur (22.1),
Singapore (25.1), Hong Kong (2.2) and Nagasaki (10.2) c.d.s. Photo

S$1,500-1,800

1965 Orchids 5c. with red (leaves etc.) omitted, fine unmounted mint. With normal for
comparison. S.G. 138c, £375

S$200-250

TRENGGANU
639

ᔛ
S

1921-41 Script $100 green and scarlet overprinted “SPECIMEN”, fine with large part
original gum. S.G. 47s, £1100. Photo

S$600-800

MALAYA JAPANESE OCCUPATION
Johore
640

刂

1943 “Kanji” overprint, 1c., 4c., 8c. and 12c. horizontal pairs and 10c. block of four, one
in each showing second character sideways (R6/3), the 1c. to 8c. fresh and fine
unmounted mint, the 10c. and 12c. with large part, slightly yellowish, gum. S.G. JD6JD10/JD6a-JD10a, £2239

S$1,200-1,500

Penang
641

刂

1942 Apr.) Dai Nippon 15c. ultramarine with overprint inverted, fine mint. S.G. J84b,
£425. Photo

S$250-300

Selangor
642

*

1942 (Nov.) Exhibition 2c. orange and 8c. grey with margins at top, the 8c. with variety
“C” for “G” in “SELANGOR”, both neatly tied by Exhibition datestamp on envelope from
Kuala Lumpur to Malacca. S.G. J90, J91a

S$250-300

Singapore
643

刂+
អ

Unissued 10c. dull purple block of four with margin at top, tissue adhereing to reverse,
fine. B.P.A. Certificate (1978). ISC J7

S$600-800

Single Frame Chops
644

645

646

647

刂

刂

刂

刂

Straits Settlements 3c. green with Type A in black, fine with large part original gum. S.G.
J149a, £425. Photo

S$250-300

Negri Sembilan $1 black and red on blue with Type H in brown, fine unused with large
part original gum. R.P.S. Certificate (2004). S.G. J174b, £475. Photo

S$250-300

Pahang 1c. black with Type A in violet, margin at left, a couple of shortish perfs otherwise
fine mint. S.G. J176b, £425. Photo

S$200-250

Pahang 5c. brown with Type E in brown, fine mint. S.G. J178b, £300

S$150-180

Photos appear on page 39
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601

599

637

609

683
680

684

685
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Malaya Japanese Occupation, Single Frame Chops - contd.
648

649

650

刂

刂

刂
ᔛ

Pahang 10c. dull purple with Type D in red (reddish brown), fine mint. S.G. J181a,
£375. Photo

S$200-250

Pahang 10c. dull purple with Type D in red (reddish brown), a couple of shortish perfs
and some gum loss from hinge removal. B.P.A. Certificate (2011). S.G. J181a, £375

S$150-180

Perak 8c. grey with Type L in brown (“sepia”), a lower left corner example, unmounted
mint; thin in selvedge. B.P.A. Certificate (1998). S.G. J194b, £475. Photo

S$250-300

651

刂

Perak $1 black and red on blue with Type A in brown, fine mint. S.G. J203a, £450. Photo

S$250-300

652

刂អ
ᔛ
B

Selangor 8c. grey top right corner block of eight (4x2) with a little over-inked upright
chop in violet, the odd very minor tone on reverse, fine unmounted mint. S.G. J213b,
£400

S$200-250

“Kanji” Overprints
653

654

刂អ
ᔛ
B

刂
ᔛ

Straits Settlements 40c., Pahang 6c. (Type 20) on 5c., Perak 1c. (some split perfs and
pencil notations in margins), Selangor 6c. (Type 23) on 5c. (backing paper adhering to
reverse) and 12c. (one with sideways second character) and Malayan Postal Union 3c.
(toned and some split perfs), each in a complete mint sheet of 100. Cat. £761

S$300-400

Negri Sembilan 6c. (Type 21) on 5c. brown with margin at right, variety both overprint
and surcharge inverted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. J268a, £275

S$150-180

Thai Occupation
Kedah, Revenue Stamp
655 ័

1944 series of documents, all originally attached together, relating to land in Kampung
Sirim, one bearing 1944 Syburi 10c. black on green cancelled by manuscript initials, also
1944 Avis de Reception card (light creases) showing “KULIM/2487/SYBURI” c.d.s. (Proud
Type Th.D6) with, on reverse, fine “PADANG SERAI/2487/SYBURI” c.d.s. (Type Th.D5)
c.d.s. with manuscript “4/6” inserted. A rare group. Photo

S$5,000-6,000

MALAYSIA
656

657

658

659

660

ᔛ
P

刂
ᔛ

刂
ᔛ

P
ᔛ

刂
ᔛ

1985-86 Products of Malaysia, imperforate proof sets in printer’s folder for Johore,
Kedah, Kelantan, Malacca (no 1c. and 2c.), Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Penang, Perak,
Perlis, Sabah, Sarawak, Selangor (no 1c.), Trengganu and Federal Territory

S$1,000-1,200

1994 (July) Veterinary Services 30c., 50c. and RM1 imperforate horizontal pairs, plus
30c. top left corner block of six (3x2; three small tone spots on reverse, mainly in the
selvedge) with the first column showing misplaced and double perfs at right and double
perfs at the top of both, unmounted mint. ISC 525-527

S$250-300

1994 (Sept.) unissued North-South Expressway 30c., 50c. and RM1 prepared for
Philakorea, each in an imperforate vertical pair and perforated singles, fine unmounted
mint

S$250-300

1999 (Nov.) World Cup Golf miniature sheet, a complete imperforate proof with colour
bars etc. on gummed watermarked paper, fine; also the issued miniature sheet. ISC MC245M

S$500-600

2002 (June) Tropical Birds, 30s. and RM1 in matching imperforate blocks of four with
margin at right showing colour dots etc. and comprising two se-tenant pairs, fine
unmounted mint. ISC MC-290

S$200-250

Photos also appear on page 39
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Malaysia - contd.
661

662

ᔛ
E

ᔛ
E

2002 (Dec.) Tame of the Wild Stamp Week, four enlarged pencil drawings
(240x180mm.) for proposed RM1 denomination by Teh Yew Kiang, all unissued designs,
three depict birds and one depicts a cat; one with some fox spotting and another a little
creased

S$600-800

2002 (Dec.) Tame of the Wild Stamp Week, three enlarged pencil drawings
(240x180mm.) by Teh Yew Kiang, comprising domestic cat (similar to issued 30c.),
squirrel (similar to issued miniature sheet) and fish (similar to issued miniature sheet); all
with traces of fox spotting

S$450-550

NORTH BORNEO
663

刂+
អ

1883 $1 scarlet block of four with part to large part original gum, some imperfections and
faintly toned, nevertheless a scarce multiple of good appearance. S.G. 5, £720

S$200-250

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels
664

665

666

667

668

669

670

671

672

673

ᔛអ
B

刂អ
ᔛ
B

刂

刂អ
B

刂

刂

刂អ
B

ᔛ+
អ

刂អ
B

1888-92 1⁄ 2 c. magenta complete sheet (10x5; folded) from Transfer B of excellent colour,
the odd minor tone otherwise fine unmounted mint, and 1⁄ 2 c. rose complete imperforate
sheet (10x5) from Transfer C and cancelled to order with oval of bars, fine. S.G. 36, 36a
£475

S$300-400

1889 $5 bright purple imperforate block of ten (5x2) from the lower half of the sheet
with full margins, cancelled to order with oval of bars; light bend affecting [14/19] and
some minor faults in selvedge. A rare and spectacular multiple. S.G. 49a, £375+

S$200-250

1890 (Dec.) “Eight/Cents.” on 25c. indigo, first printing with 3.5mm. spacing, a block
of twenty (4x5) from the left of the sheet with full margins, fresh unmounted mint. S.G.
52, £2600+

S$1,500-1,800

1891-92 “6/cents.” on 1891 8c. yellow-green, variety surcharge inverted, fine unused
without gum as normal. S.G. 55a, £475. Photo

S$250-300

1891-92 “6/cents.” on 1891 8c. yellow-green, a complete sheet (10x5) showing inverted
“c” in cents” (R5/4), “cetns” for “cents” (R3/7) and large “s” in “cents” (R2/9), fresh
and fine unused without gum as normal. S.G. 55/b/c/d, £2619+

S$1,500-1,800

1891-92 “6/cents.” on 1891 8c. yellow-green with margin at foot, variety inverted “c”
in “cents”, fine unused without gum as normal. S.G. 55b, £700. Photo

S$350-450

1891-92 “6/cents.” on 1891 8c. yellow-green, variety “cetns” for “cents”, fine unused
without gum as normal. S.G. 55c, £700. Photo

S$350-450

1891-92 “6/cents.” on 1891 8c. yellow-green, a complete sheet (10x5) from the third
setting without side margins, one showing large “s” in “cents”, fresh unused without gum
as normal; a couple of minor faults in the last column otherwise fine. B.P.A. Certificate
(1980). S.G. 55/d, £1671+

S$600-800

1894 Pictorial 8c. black and dull purple, perf 131⁄ 2 -14, a left marginal block of four, variety
imperforate between vertical pairs, cancelled to order with oval of bars, normal slightly
ragged perfs, fine. S.G. 74ba, £600. Photo

S$350-450

1894 (Jan.) $2 dull green, a complete sheet (10x5; folded) from Stone C, two with traces
of hinge otherwise unmounted mint; some light gum creasing, fine. Ex Dr. Wood and on
his original specially printed album page. S.G. 84, £1400+

S$800-1,000

Photos also appear on page
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650
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674

675

676

677

678

679

ᔛ

刂អ
ᔛ
B

刂អ
ᔛ
B

刂
ᔛ

អ
B

刂

1897-1902 Pictorial 18c. black and green vertical pair, variety imperforate between,
cancelled to order with oval of bars, fine. S.G. 108b, £350

S$200-250

1916 (Feb.) 2c. on 3c. black and rose-lake, a left marginal block of twenty-five showing
the complete setting with one showing variety “S” inverted (R2/5), fine unmounted
mint. S.G. 186/a, £830+

S$500-600

1916 (Feb.) 10c. on 12c. black and deep blue, a lower left corner block of twenty-five
showing the complete setting, one with variety s” inverted (R2/5), some split perfs at
top, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 188/a, £1620+

S$800-1,000

1918 (Aug.) Red Cross 12c.+2c. black and deep bright blue, a marginal example with
variety surcharge inverted, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 224a, £600. Photo

S$350-450

1922 Exhibition 3c. rose-lake, a block of twenty-five showing the complete late setting
with stop after “EXHIBITION” (R5/4), a couple of insignificant tones, fine unmounted
mint. S.G. 256/a, £464

S$250-300

1922 Exhibition 12c. deep blue, variety stop after “EXHIBITION”, plated examples from
all five positions (2/7, 4/7, 6/7, 8/7, 10/7), part to large part original gum, all lightly
toned. S.G. 265a, £475

S$150-180

Covers and Cancellations
680

*

1889 Darvel Bay Trading Co. Ltd. envelope from Sandakan to Hong Kong, bearing
1888-92 10c. blue tied by slightly heavy oval of bars and showing, on reverse, arrival c.d.s.
(2.1.90), Photo

S$500-600

PROVENANCE:

Milo D. Rowell, October 1992

681
681

*

1891 (18 Apr.) envelope ex the “Barnard” correspondence from Sandakan to England,
bearing 1886-87 1c. orange (4) and 2c. brown pair, all neatly cancelled by oval of bars,
showing fine Sandakan c.d.s. in red alongside with arrival datestamp (25.5) on reverse.
A neat and attractive franking. A very scarce franking. Photo
Photos also appear on pages 35 and 39
WWW.SPINK.COM
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682
682

*

1891 (28 Apr.) “O.S.” envelope (182x97mm.; a little truncated at right) registered from
Sandakan to USA, showing superb 49mm. double-ring “POST OFFICE/Arms/SANDAKAN”
in red, fine “SANDAKAN” c.d.s. (Type D4) in red, framed registration h.s. (Type R2) and,
on reverse, New York (19.6), Boston (20.6) and arrival datestamps. Very unusual. Photo

S$2,000-2,500

Note: North Borneo joined the U.P.U. on 1 January 1891. Under U.P.U. regulations letters
on Post Office business were free of postage.
PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels, April 2008
683

684

685

*

*

*

1892 (13 Jan.) double rate envelope ex the “Barnard” correspondence from Sandakan to
London, bearing 1886-87 8c. green and 1889 4c. rose-pink cancelled by oval of dots
(Type K2 State 2), showing Sandakan c.d.s. (Type D4) in red with arrival datestamp
(22.2) on reverse; the envelope with creases at left and other minor peripheral faults. A
good example the double 6c. letter rate introduced on 1 July 1891. Photo

S$600-800

1892 (28 July) double rate envelope from Sandakan to Germany, marked “Via Hong
Kong”, bearing 1892 6c. lake pair cancelled by oval of bars (Type K4), showing red
Sandakan c.d.s. (Type D3) alongside with, on reverse, Hong Kong transit (3.8) and
Hannover arrival datestamps. A fine commercial franking. Photo

S$800-1,000

1892 (28 Aug.) 1c. on 8c. stationery card to Germany uprated with 1891 8c. green, both
cancelled by clear red “SANDAKAN” c.d.s. (Type D4), showing framed registration h.s.
(Type (R2), Berlin arrival c.d.s. (3.10) and, on reverse, Hong Kong transit d.s. (29.8). A
most unusual routing and a fine example of the 3c. postcard rate plus 6c. registration fee
which became effective on 1 July 1891. Photo

S$600-800

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels, April 2008

Photos also appear on page 35
41
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686
686

*

1892 (29 Oct.) envelope addressed to Batu Putch Estate, showing two strikes of the very
rare circular “Lion/POSTAGE PAID/1 CENT” h.s. (Type PD2; earliest recorded date), one
struck over red Sandakan c.d.s., fine. Photo

S$3,000-4,000

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels, April 2008

687
687

688

*

*

c.1892 “Official Gazette” newspaper wrapper addressed to “Perak Museum, Straits
Settlements”, showing good to fine strike of the rare circular “Lion/POSTAGE PAID/1
CENT” h.s. (Type PD2), fine. Photo

S$2,500-3,000

c.1892 “British North Borneo Herald” newspaper wrapper, addressed locally at Sandakan,
showing fine strike of rare circular “SANDAKAN/ONE/CENT./POSTAGE PAID” h.s. (Type
PD4 State 1); a little soiled and creased. Photo

S$1,200-1,500

Photo for lot 688 appears on page 45
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689

690

*

*

1893 (4 July) envelope registered fro Sandakan to London, bearing 1892 6c. lake pair
tied by oval of bars and red London arrival d.s. (14.8), showing Sandakan c.d.s. alongside
and framed registration h.s.; the pair with some slightly stained perfs. Photo

S$800-1,000

1893 (17 Aug.) “S.A. KORCZKI” envelope to Germany, bearing 1892 6c. lake tied by oval
of bars with Sandakan c.d.s. alongside and showing arrival d.s. on reverse. A neat and
clean franking. Photo

S$500-600

PROVENANCE:

Lars Parsbro, April 2007
691

*

1893 (14 Dec.) envelope to Deli, Netherlands East Indies, bearing 1892 6c. lake tied by
oval of bars and showing red Sandakan c.d.s. alongside with, on reverse, N.I. Agent
Singapore squared-circle (26.12), Singapore (26.12) and Medan (30.12) transit
datestamps; the envelope with some minor peripheral soiling. Photo

S$800-1,000

PROVENANCE:

Lars Parsbro, April 2007
692

*

1894 (12 June) Austrian 2kr. stationery card from Trieste to Sarawak, uprated with 3kr.,
showing Singapore transit c.d.s. (8.8) and extremely rare framed “MIS-SENT TO
SANDAKAN” h.s. (Type I3) with, on reverse, Sandakan c.d.s. (3.8). One of three recorded
examples. Photo

S$1,200-1,500

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels, April 2008
693

*

1895 (29 Aug.) envelope to Canton, bearing 1894 Pictorial 2c., 3c. and 5c. tied by
“KUDAT” c.d.s. (Type D2) and showing, on reverse, Hong Kong (12.9) and arrival
datestamps. Attractive. A fine and early example of the 10c. letter rate introduced on
1 July. Photo

S$300-400

694
694

*

1895 (19 Nov.) envelope ex the “Dunlop” correspondence to Edinburgh, bearing 1883
2c. red-brown tied by oval of bars, in combination with Straits Settlements 1882 10c.
slate cancelled by undated “SINGAPORE/PO” h.s., showing red Sandakan c.d.s. and
Singapore datestamp (1.12) with arrival c.d.s. (3.1.86) on reverse. A very rare
combination franking and only the second recorded with the oval of 14 bars. Photo
PROVENANCE:

Charles Taylor, May 1990
Photos also appear on page 45
43

S$10,000-12,000
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695

696

*

*

1897 (10 Mar.) envelope registered to France, bearing 1894 Pictorial 8c. and 1895 10c.
on $1 (crease at top due to being affixed over top edge), both clearly tied by Sandakan
c.d.s., showing framed registration h.s., “MODANE A PARIS” c.d.s. (16.4) in red and arrival
d.s. on reverse. A fine commercial franking. Photo

S$500-600

1899 (8 May) double rate envelope to England, bearing 1897 Pictorial 2c. and 3c.
vertical pair, both tied by “LAHAD DATU” c.d.s. (Type D2) and showing, on reverse,
Sandakan transit d.s. (10.5). A rare cancellation. Photo

S$600-800

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels, April 2008
697

698

699

700

701

702

*

*

*

*

*

*

1903 (23 Oct.) 1c. stationery card to Holland, uprated with 1901 British Protectorate 1c.
and 2c., all cancelled by “TAWAO” (Type D2), showing Sandakan (26.10) and arrival
(27.11) datestamps; the card with corner crease at lower left. Photo

S$400-500

1904 (19 Nov.) envelope to Kuching, bearing 1897 Pictorial 4c. and 1901 British
Protectorate 5c., both cancelled by “KUDAT” c.d.s., showing another strike alongside
dated 21 November and, on reverse, Kudat (19.11), Labuan (22.11), Singapore (28.11)
and arrival (1.12) datestamps. A fine commercial cover illustrating the 4c. Imperial letter
rate plus 5c. Late Fee. Photo

S$300-400

1904 (30 Dec.) envelope ex the “Wheatly” correspondence registered to New York,
bearing 1897 Pictorial 4c. and 1901 British Protectorate 5c. strip of three, all tied by
Sandakan c.d.s., showing registration d.s. and, on reverse, Singapore (9.1), London (4.2)
and arrival (13.2) datestamps. Photo

S$250-300

1906 (20 Oct.) 1c. stationery card to Ceylon, uprated with 1897 Pictorial 3c., both
clearly cancelled by “TENOM” squared-circle d.s. with Singapore (29.10) and Colombo
(3.11) datestamps alongside and Jesselton c.d.s. (23.10) on reverse; the card with two
pressed and strengthened vertical creases not affecting appearance. Photo

S$400-500

1907 (11 Apr.) 1c. stationery card registered to Germany, uprated with 1897 Pictorial 3c.
and 1901 British Protectorate 1c., 4c. and 6c. (some stained perfs), all cancelled by
“LAHAD DATU” c.d.s., showing framed registration d.s., Sandakan (12.4) and Naples
transit datestamps, and Marburg arrival d.s. Attractive. Photo

S$250-300

1907 (22 Oct.) 1c. reply half of reply paid card from Jesselton to Tenom, uprated with
1901 British Protectorate 1c. cancelled by light despatch c.d.s. and showing fine
“TENOM” squared-circle arrival d.s. Photo

S$250-300

PROVENANCE:

“Stolz”, September 2011
703

*

1908 (11 Nov.) commercial envelope registered to Vienna, bearing 1901 British
Protectorate 10c. vertical pair (some stained perfs) tied by “LAHAD DATU” c.d.s., showing
registration d.s. and, on reverse, Sandakan (14.11) and arrival datestamps. Photo

S$300-400

PROVENANCE:

Malcolm Burnett, October 1984
Milo D. Rowell, October 1992
704

705

*

*

1908 (21 Dec.) 1c. stationery card from Sandakan to Lahad Datu, bearing 1901 British
Protectorate 1c. cancelled by large seven bar oval as used on late letters and showing
despatch and arrival datestamps below. A fine example of the late letter box usage. Photo

S$250-300

1909 (1 July) 3c. stationery card to Holland, uprated with 1901 British Protectorate 1c.
(some lightly stained perfs), both clearly cancelled by “TAWAO” c.d.s. with year inverted
and showing Sandakan (3.7) and arrival (14.8) datestamps. Photo

S$250-300

Photos also appear on pages 47 and 49
WWW.SPINK.COM
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689

691

690

693

692

696
695
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STAMPS AND COVERS OF SOUTH EAST ASIA
North Borneo, Covers and Cancellations - contd.
706

*

1910 (Jan.) envelope to New York, bearing 1909 Pictorial 1c., 4c. and 5c. cancelled by
two strikes of Kudat c.d.s., one dated 2 January and the other 3 January, and showing
another strike below dated 4 January. Unusual. Photo

S$300-400

PROVENANCE:

Patrick Cassels, April 2008
707

708

709

710

*

*

*

*

1912 (1 Apr.) 1c. stationery card to Jesselton, uprated with 1909 1c., both clearly
cancelled by “BEAUFORT/B.N.B.” c.d.s. and showing legible arrival datestamp (2.4). Photo

S$300-400

1914 (2 May) 1c. stationery card to Labuan, uprated with 1909 1c., both cancelled by
Jesselton c.d.s. and showing arrival datestamp (3.5). Photo

S$300-400

1914 (12 Aug.) envelope registered to Zurich, marked “via Singapore”, bearing 1909
10c. and 20c. on 18c., both tied by “LAHAD DATU” c.d.s., showing legible registration d.s.
and, on reverse, Jesselton (17.8), Singapore (25.8), Naples (16.9) and arrival (17.9)
datestamps; envelope with light vertical fold clear of adhesives. Photo

S$250-300

1919 (July) envelope to Rabat, French Morocco, bearing 1909 5c. (2) tied by Jesselton
c.d.s. and showing, on reverse, Singapore transit d.s. (5.8); the envelope a fraction soiled.
A rare and most unusual destination. Photo

S$250-300

Japanese Occupation
Issued Stamps
711

712

713

刂

ᔛ

刂
ᔛ

1942 (Sept.) 1c. to $5 set of fifteen, the 8c. with overprint in black, the others in violet,
fine mint and in much above average condition. S.G. J1-J15, £4765. Photo

S$2,000-2,500

1942 War Tax 1c. and 2c., both with black overprint, fine used. S.G. J16-J17, £975.
Photo

S$500-600

1942 War Tax 1c. horizontal pair, the right stamp with overprint double, fine used. S.G.
J16/var, £650+. Photo

S$400-500

Photos also appear on pages 39, 49 and 51

ATTENTION
Lots may be collected from the sale venue on 2 August after the sales ﬁnish. On 3 August collection of lots
will be available at our SINGPEX exhibition booth D01 & D02. Please note that all uncollected lots will be
shipped to Spink London and dispatched to buyers from there, therefore 5% import tax is payable on lots
bought by a UK/EU buyer or if collected from Spink London oﬃce by a non-EU Buyer.
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699

700

701

702

704

703
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714
714 ័

715

刂អ
ᔛ
B

1943 (Apr.) 4c. red block of thirty-two (10x3, with an extra pair at upper right), tied to
large piece by eleven good to fine strikes of Sibu Japanese c.d.s. in violet for 9 August
1943; one stamp at top right defective and a few minor creases. A spectacular franking.
S.G. J18. Photo

S$800-1,000

1944 (Sept.) 2c. purple and greenish blue block of fifty (10x5) being the lower half of the
sheet with full margins, showing two complete impressions of the setting of twenty-five,
unmounted mint. S.G. J21, £400+

S$200-250

717

716
716

717

刂

刂

1944 (May) $2 on 1c. green and red-brown, marginal, fine mint. Rare. S.G. J33, £6000.
Photo

S$3,500-4,500

1944 (May) $5 on $1 brown and carmine, fine unused with large part original gum.
Initialled “MDR” on reverse. Rare. R.P.S. Certificate (1999). S.G. J34, £5000. Photo

S$3,000-4,000
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706

707

708

710
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726
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STAMPS AND COVERS OF SOUTH EAST ASIA
North Borneo, Japanese Occupation, Issued Stamps - contd.
718

719

720

721

722

刂អ
B

刂អ
ᔛ
B

刂
ᔛ

刂

ᔛ

1944-45 on Japan, 1s., 2s. and 15s. blocks of six (3x2), 3s. block of fifteen, 4s. block of
nine, 5s., 6s., 20s., 25s., 50s. and 1y. blocks of ten (5x2), 10s. and 30s. blocks of four and
15s. block of six, all marginal with imprint, also non-marginal 8s. block of four; fresh and
fine mint. A rare group of multiples. S.G. J35-J48, £4276

S$2,500-3,000

1944-45 on Japan, 2s., 3s., 5s., 6s., 8s., 10s. and 15s. complete unmounted mint sheets
(10x10), some with faults in margin (6s. missing two pieces at top left) otherwise fine.
Rare. Cat. £9100 approx

S$5,000-6,000

1944-45 on Japan, 6s. orange vertical trip of four with margin at top, variety overprint
double, one inverted, fine unmounted mint. A very rare multiple. B.P.A. Certificate
(2002). S.G. J40a, £2600. Photo

S$2,000-2,500

1944 (Sept.) 2c., 3c., 8c., 10c., 12c. and 15c., all with additional Japanese Type 1
handstamp in violet, plus 10c. (3) with additional handstamp in black, some a fraction
gum toned and the 3c. with small stain on reverse, otherwise fine mint. Cat. £3450.
Photo

S$1,800-2,200

1944 (Sept.) 2c., 3c. (blunt top left corner) and 8c., each with additional Type 1
handstamp in black, all cancelled by part Miri Japanese type c.d.s.; also 6c. with dubious
additional h.s. Photo

S$500-600

Covers and Cancellations
723

*

1942/43 locally addressed Jesselton envelope bearing unoverprinted War Tax 2c. (2) tied
by violet Japanese c.d.s., no other markings, fine. R.P.S. Certificate (1981). Photo

S$300-400

724
724 ័

1942 (30 Sept.) “MEMO” bearing Postage Due 2c. brown pair with black overprint tied
by “JESSELTON/REGISTRATION” double-ring d.s. (Type R11) with another strike
alongside. Extremely rare, only two other forms are known. S.G. JD1, £12,000+. Photo
PROVENANCE:

Milo Rowell, June 1998
Photos also appear on page 49
WWW.SPINK.COM
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720

734

735

738

736

737
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729

STAMPS AND COVERS OF SOUTH EAST ASIA
North Borneo, Japanese Occupation, Covers and Cancellations - contd.

725

726

*

*

1942 (17 Dec.) envelope from Sandakan, bearing 1942 (Sept.) Pictorial 4c. with black
handstamp and War Tax 1c., both clearly tied by Japanese Type JD1 c.d.s. in violet and
showing censor chop alongside; the envelope with some creases clear of adhesives. B.P.A.
Certificate (1993). Photo

S$1,500-1,800

1944 (10 Feb.) envelope from Jesselton to Singapore, bearing 1943 Pictorial 8c. tied by
Japanese Type JD5 c.d.s. and showing censor chop in red below; light vertical folding
crease. Photo

S$250-300

PROVENANCE:

Milo D. Rowell, March 1996

Incoming Mail
727

*

1945 (5 May) envelope from Kuala Lumpur to Jesselton, bearing Kanji on Perak 5c. pair
tied by Kuala Lumpur Station Street Japanese c.d.s. (Type JD2) and showing violet censor
chop alongside; envelope with small piece missing from lower left corner. Photo

S$400-500

SARAWAK

728
728

*

1861 (16 Oct.) unstamped envelope to Singapore showing mainly fine double-ring “POST
OFFICE/SARAWAK” handstamp with manuscript date inserted and, on reverse, framed
“SINGAPORE/Bearing” with manuscript “4” inserted; the envelope with some slight
discolouration, large tear at top, well away from handstamp and part of flap missing. Rare.
Photo
PROVENANCE:

C.M.C. Symes, October 1971

Photo for lot 726 appears on page 49
WWW.SPINK.COM
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760

761

762

763

765
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728A

729

刂អ
B

刂

1869 (Mar.) 3c. brown on yellow block of six (3x2), unused with some patchy gum, two
in the lower row with some stained perfs, most noticeably on reverse, otherwise fine. S.G.
1, £330

S$450-550

1892 (May) “ONE/CENT” on 3c. brown on yellow, a marginal vertical strip of three,
variety imperforate horizontally, unused without gum; horizontal crease between
second and third stamps and between stamp and margin, neither of which affects
appearance. S.G. 27c, £750+. Photo

S$1,500-1,800

PROVENANCE:

Joseph Wong Choon Wing, June 2007
730

731

732

733

ᔛ
P

P
ᔛ

刂អ
B

刂អ
B

1895 Perkins Bacon 2c. imperforate colour trials comprising brown-red pair and single
and green, black, violet and brown singles, the green without gum, the others with part
to large part gum, fine

S$350-450

1895 (Feb.-Sept.) Perkins Bacon imperforate colour trials, 2c. pair in black with preprinting paper crease and 4c. pair and singles in mauve, all on gummed wove paper, some
marks on reverse otherwise fine

S$400-500

1895 Perkins Bacon 4c. black lower right corner block of eighteen (6x3) without gum,
imperforate between stamps and margin at right, a little soiled and with some split
perfs. S.G. 29

S$400-500

1899 4c. on 6c. green on green, two horizontal blocks of fifty (10x5) forming a complete
left hand pane (B) showing raised stop on [5] and [55], and two vertical blocks (5x10)
with the inverted stop corrected, all with gum as normal, some split perfs and the vertical
blocks with some staining. Rare. S.G. 35, £12,000

S$1,500-1,800

1899-1908 “POSTAGE

POSTAGE”

Issue

734

ᔛ
P

Imperforate Plate Proofs
3c. dull purple pair on gummed unwatermarked paper, fine. Photo

S$400-500

735

ᔛ
P

4c. rose-carmine pair on gummed unwatermarked paper, fine. Photo

S$400-500

736

ᔛ
P អ
B

12c. mauve marginal block of six (2x3) on gummed unwatermarked paper, light crease
and tiny tear in selvedge, fine. Photo

S$800-1,000

16c. chestnut and green marginal block of six (2x3) on gummed unwatermarked paper,
three light diagonal gum bends, fine. Photo

S$800-1,000

737
738

ᔛ
P អ
B

ᔛ
P

$1 rose-carmine and green pair on gummed unwatermarked paper, fine. Photo
Photos appear on page 51

WWW.SPINK.COM
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739

739

ᔛ
P អ
B

740

1918 16c. chestnut and green corner marginal imperforate plate proof block of fifteen
(5x3) with plate number on gummed unwatermarked paper, fine. Photo

S$4,000-5,000

PROVENANCE:

De La Rue archives, July 1976
740

刂អ
B

1918 25c. brown and blue corner marginal imperforate plate proof block of fifteen (5x3)
with plate number on gummed unwatermarked paper, fine. Photo
PROVENANCE:

De La Rue archives, July 1976

55

S$4,000-5,000

STAMPS AND COVERS OF SOUTH EAST ASIA
Sarawak, 1899-1908 “Postage Postage” Issue, Imperforate Plate Proofs - contd.

741
741

ᔛ
P អ
B

1918 50c. olive-green and carmine corner marginal imperforate plate proof block of
fifteen (5x3) with plate number on gummed unwatermarked paper, fine. Photo

S$4,000-5,000

PROVENANCE:

De La Rue archives, July 1976

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 742 –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
742

ᔛ
P

1922-23 2c., 3c., 4c., 6c. pair and 8c., each overprinted “SPECIMEN” (Type SAR 3), fine
mint. A rare group of Rajah presentation stamps. Photo
PROVENANCE:

“Miri”, March 1990
WWW.SPINK.COM
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1932 Issue
Waterlow Imperforate File Proofs
743

744

ᔛ
P+
អ

ᔛ
P+
អ

1c. indigo block of four with large margin at right, all with one or two punch holes,
hinged to printer’s presentation card, fine

S$400-500

5c. deep lake block of four, each with two punch holes, hinged to printer’s presentation
card, fine

S$400-500

745

ᔛ
P+
អ

6c. block of four with large margin at left, all with two punch holes, fine

S$400-500

746

ᔛ
P+
អ

12c. deep ultramarine block of four, each with two punch holes, hinged to printer’s
presentation card, fine

S$400-500

15c. chestnut block of four, each with two punch holes, hinged to printer’s presentation
card, fine

S$400-500

25c. orange-yellow and chestnut block of four with large margin at left, the block with
central large punch hole, the upper pair light horizontal crease otherwise fine

S$400-500

30c. sepia and vermilion block of four with central large punch hole, affixed to printer’s
presentation card, fine

S$400-500

50c. carmine-red and olive-green block of four with large margin at right, the block with
central large punch hole, affixed to printer’s presentation card, fine

S$400-500

$1 green and carmine block of four with large margin at left, the block with central punch
hole, affixed to printer’s presentation card, fine

S$400-500

$1 green and carmine and frame only in carmine, both in a block of four with central
punch, the top right stamp of the complete design showing printer’s correction ringed in
red ink, fine

S$800-1,000

747

748

749

750

751

752

ᔛ
P+
អ

P+
ᔛ
អ

P+
ᔛ
អ

P+
ᔛ
អ

P+
ᔛ
អ

P+
ᔛ
អ

Perforated Printer’s Sample Stamps
753

P ᔛ
S+
ᔛ
អ

1c. in sepia and 20c. in mauve and black blocks of four, each overprinted “WATERLOW &
SONS LTD/SPECIMEN” (Type WS1) and with a small punch hole at lower left, both without
gum, fine

S$600-800

—————————————————————————
754

755

ᔛ+
អ

P អ
ᔛ
B

1934-41 $1 to $10 in blocks of four, each centrally cancelled by light
“LIMBANG/SARAWAK” c.d.s. (Type 6) for 5 June 1946 (earliest recorded date), the $3 with
some split perfs at top, fine. S.G. 120-125, £1375

S$800-1,000

1965 Orchids imperforate proof block of eight (2x4) of the black (country name and
shield) printing, affixed to Harrison card and marked on reverse “approved”, initialled and
dated

S$1,000-1,200

Revenue Stamps
756

757

ᔛ

ᔛ
P

758 ័

1900 3c., 10c., 25c., 50c., $1 and $2, all used, the 3c. cancelled in manuscript; the 25c.
with perfs cut off at foot

S$200-250

1918 3c., 10c., 25c., 50c., $1, $2, $3, $5 and $10 marginal imperforate plate proofs on
gummed unwatermarked paper, the $2 with some minor tone spots on back of selvedge
otherwise fine. Scarce and attractive

S$800-1,000

1948 (18 May) Charge document being a loan for a piece of land in Kuching, bearing
1934 $4 strip of three each with manuscript initials and tied by light oval d.s. in violet
(one with file punch hole), and 1948 (15 July) Deed of Transfer for two pieces of land in
Kuching, bearing 1934 $3, $4 and $5 (8, three affected by file punch holes), all with
manuscript initials and tied by light oval d.s. in violet

S$250-300

57

STAMPS AND COVERS OF SOUTH EAST ASIA
Sarawak - contd.

Japanese Occupation

Ex 759
759

A magnificent collection, all very neatly mounted and written-up, which falls into five
groups and includes:
1. 1942 pre-war documents with Charge (3), Release of Charge, Deed of Transfer (7) and
Certificate of Transmission, all bearing 1934-41 values to $2, most with manuscript
cancels
2. 1942 piece bearing pre-war 50c. and $1 on piece tied by “Lands & Survey/Sibu/Third
Division” cachet and Japanese manuscript “Received inward”; small oval chop in red on
1c., 2c. green, 2c. black, 5c., 6c. carmine, 6c. lake-brown, 10c., 25c. and 50c. blocks of
twenty (10x2) being the bottom two rows of the sheet with imprint (the 6c. carmine
missing some pieces of selvedge), $1 vertical pairs (2), $2 pair, $3 marginal block and strip
of four, $4 marginal block of four and imprint strip of four plus some usages including
3c. on 1943 receipt, 5c. on 1945 receipt, 10c., 50c. and $4 on Power of Attorney and
25c. on Court settlement; small oval chop in blue on 5c. marginal block of twenty (chop
in a turquoise shade), 6c. and 10c. imprint blocks of twenty (10x2), 25c. block of ten
(5x2), 50c. imprint block of nineteen, $1 marginal block of eighteen (6x3) and singles (2,
one with chop inverted), $3 with chop double and $5 block of four, 25c., 50c., $1 (2),
$2 (2), $5 on 1945 Charge document and $10 used; and unlisted small oval chop in black
on 5c. marginal block of twenty-four (8x3) and imprint block of eight (4x2)
3. Large oval chop in violet on 2c. black and 3c. green; chop in blue on 1c., 2c. black pair,
3c. green strip of three, 5c., 10c., 20c., 25c., 50c. and $1 mint, 5c. (2) and $1 on piece
and 50c. (3) on piece; chop in red on 3c. green, 5c. (2), 50c. (3) and $1 on piece, plus
$2 pair on 1944 document
4. Official Seals on 1c., 4c., 6c. and 8c. imprint blocks of twenty, 6c., 15c. (light stains)
and 20c. in blocks of fifty, and $2, $4, $5 and $10 blocks of four
5. Post-war covers (4) from Australian forces including 1945 (20 Sept.) to Sydney from
a released POW showing “PASSED FREE/OF POSTAGE” h.s. and FPO 034 c.d.s.
A lovely lot and a great addition to any Japanese Occupation collection. Photo

WWW.SPINK.COM
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Covers and Cancellations
760

761

762

763

764
765

766

767

768

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1942 re-used envelope from Kuching to Binatang, bearing unoverprinted 8c. tied by light
“KUCHING” c.d.s. (Type D14), showing oval violet cachet of Sarawak Constabulary with,
on reverse, Sibu and arrival datestamps. Rare. Photo

S$1,000-1,200

1942 (29 Apr.) envelope registered from Kuching to Miri, bearing North Borneo
Pictorial 4c. pair and 8c. (2) clearly tied by Japanese c.d.s. (Type JD1) on day of issue,
showing registration h.s. and two different censor chops in red; the envelope a little soiled.
A very scarce franking. Photo

S$1,000-1,200

1942 (18 June) envelope from Miri to Singapore, bearing North Borneo Pictorial 8c.tied
by Japanese Type JD2 c.d.s. in violet and showing censor chop in opposite corner; the
envelope slightly truncated at left. Photo

S$600-800

1942 (5 Oct.) envelope registered from Miri to Kuching, bearing 1c., 2c. black with black
handstamp, 3c. green and 6c. lake-brown with black handstamp, each in a horizontal pair
tied by Japanese Type JD1 c.d.s., showing registration h.s. and large circular censor chop
with arrival c.d.s. (12.10) on reverse. Photo
PROVENANCE:
Milo D. Rowell, June 1999
1942 (20 Nov.) locally addressed Sibu envelope (with enclosure) bearing Japan 1s., 2s.,
3s. and 4s., all tied by Japanese c.d.s. in violet and showing red censor chop. Attractive

S$1,500-1,800

S$200-250

1

1943 (4 Feb.) OGS envelope from Miri to Bintulu, bearing Japan ⁄ 2 s. pair, 3s. and 4s.
tied by fine Japanese c.d.s. (Type JD2) in violet, showing censor chop at upper left and
large “THE TREASURY/NIPPON MILITARY ADMINISTRATION-MIRI” oval cachet in violet.
A scarce and attractive franking. Photo

S$1,000-1,200

1943 (12 Mar.) envelope from Sandakan to Jesselton, bearing 1942 (Sept.) 1c. and 4c.
with black overprints, clearly tied by Japanese Type JD2 c.d.s. in violet and showing
censor chop at left. Photo

S$500-600

1943 (31 Mar.) 4c. stationery card (creased) from Miri, cancelled by Japanese Type JD4
c.d.s. and showing censor chop at left. Photo
PROVENANCE:
Milo D. Rowell, June 1999
1943 (18 Apr.) envelope from the Nissa Company, Miri Branch to the Kuching Branch,
bearing Japan 8s. tied “Dai Nihyaku nijuyon Yasen” FPO 224 c.d.s. and showing censor
chop at left. A fine example of very rare Japanese military mail. Photo

S$1,000-1,200

S$2,000-2,500

Note: FPO 224 was open at Kuching from 12 July 1942 to 18 June 1945
769

770

771
772
773

*

*

*

*

*

1943 (20 May) envelope from Kuching to Djakarta, Netherlands East Indies, bearing
North Borneo 1943 Pictorial 8c. tied by Japanese Type JD1 c.d.s. in violet with red
circular censor chop alongside. Photo
PROVENANCE:
Milo D. Rowell, October 1992

S$400-500

1943 (27 Sept.) envelope from Kuching to Singapore, bearing North Borneo 1943
Pictorial 4c. vertical pair tied by Japanese Type JD3 c.d.s. and showing circular red censor
chop alongside. Photo

S$250-300

1943 (1 Oct.) envelope from Sibu to Kuching, bearing Japan 8s. tied by Japanese Type
JD3 c.d.s. and showing two different censor chops. Photo

S$400-500

1943 (18 Oct.) envelope from Kuching to Miri, bearing Japan 15s. tied by fine Japanese
c.d.s. (Type JD3); no other markings

S$250-300

1944 (3 May) window envelope from Miri to Kuching, bearing Japan 8s. tied by Japanese
Type JD4 c.d.s. and showing black censor chop at left. Photo

S$400-500

Photos also appear on page 59
WWW.SPINK.COM
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774

775

776
777
778

779

780

781

782

783

784
785

786

787

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1944 envelope (230x103mm.) registered from Song bearing North Borneo Pictorial 8c.
(3) tied by unclear Japanese c.d.s. in violet and showing fine registration h.s. (Type R2)
in violet at upper left. Believed to be the only recorded example. Photo
PROVENANCE:
Milo Rowell, June 1998

S$1,000-1,200

1944 (16 Feb.) Grand Theatre envelope from Miri to Kuching, bearing Brunei 3c. green
and Japan 5s., both clearly tied by Japanese Type JD4 c.d.s. and showing black censor
chop; with envelope with some light discolouration but very scarce. Photo
PROVENANCE:
Milo D. Rowell, March 1996

S$500-600

1944 (15 Mar.) envelope from Kanowit to Sibu, bearing Brunei 8c. tied by very fine
Japanese c.d.s. (Type JD3) and showing censor chop at left. Photo

S$300-400

1944 (3 June) envelope from Miri to Singapore bearing Japan 8s. tied by Japanese c.d.s.
(Type JD4) and showing censor chop at left. Photo

S$1,200-1,500

1944 (13 June) re-used envelope from Sibu to Kuching, bearing Brunei 8c. tied by
Japanese c.d.s., showing circular Resident’s Office cachet and censor chop; the envelope
a little soiled

S$150-200

1944 (21 June) unoverprinted 2s. mounted warrior stationery card, from Sibu to Mukah,
bearing Japan 2s. tied by Japanese Type JD3 c.d.s. and showing red censor chop at lower
left; some minor creases thought rare. Photo
PROVENANCE:
Milo D. Rowell, June 1998

S$1,200-1,500

1944 (12 Oct.) unoverprinted Japanese 2s. mounted warrior stationery card from Sibu to
Kuching bearing Japan 2s., clearly cancelled by Japanese Type JD3 c.d.s. and showing
black censor chop; some light creasing and small patch of surface wear. Rare. Photo

S$800-1,000

1944 (15 Oct.) envelope from Kuching to Miri, bearing North Borneo 1944 (Sept.) 1c.
(2) and 2c. (2) with black overprint and War Tax 2c., all tied by Japanese c.d.s. (Type
JD4) and showing violet censor chop at left. S.G. J1a, J2a, J17. Photo

S$1,200-1,500

1944 (18 Dec.) envelope from Sibu to Kuching, bearing North Borneo Pictorial 8c. pair
tied by Japanese c.d.s. (Type JD3) and showing censor chop and circular Treasury cachet,
all in violet. Photo

S$250-300

1945? (15 May) envelope from Kuching to Sibu, bearing North Borneo 1942 8c. tied by
Japanese Type JD4 c.d.s. and showing large circular censor chop in orange; the envelope
with flap missing. Photo

S$500-600

1945 (15 Jan.) Japan 4s. on 2s. mounted warrior card from Kuching to Singapore, clearly
cancelled by Japanese c.d.s. (Type JD4) and showing violet censor chop alongside. Photo

S$600-800

1945 (24 Jan.) Japan 4s. on 2s. mounted warrior card from Kuching to Bandoeng, Java,
cancelled by Japanese c.d.s. (Type JD4) and showing violet censor chop; the card a little
soiled. A very scarce destination. Photo

S$600-800

1945 (19 June) commercial 4c. stationery card from Kuching to Sibu, uprated with North
Borneo 1944 (Sept.) 4c., the card uncancelled, the 4c. tied by Japanese c.d.s., black
censor chop at left. Photo

S$250-300

Incoming Mail
1942 (5 Oct.) envelope (a little truncated at left) from Singapore to Kuching, bearing Dai
Nippon Straits Settlements 2c. and Negri Sembilan 3c. (2), all clearly tied by Japanese
c.d.s. and showing violet censor chop on reverse

S$250-300

Photos also appear on pages 59 and 61
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790
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1942 (26 Oct.) envelope from Singapore to Kuching, bearing Dai Nippon Perak 8c. tied
by Japanese c.d.s. and showing violet Singapore Military Police Department censor
cachet; also 1942 (11 Nov.) envelope (a little creased and part of flap missing) from Kuala
Lumpur to Kuching, bearing Dai Nippon Pahang 8c. tied by “KUALA LUMPUR” doublering d.s. (Type D32). Photo for first

S$600-800

1943 (23 Feb.) Perak 2c. Kanji stationery card from Kajang, Selangor, to Sarikei, clearly
cancelled by “KAJANG” double-ring d.s. (Type D9), showing three different censor chops
and fine Type D3 arrival datestamp. Photo

S$250-300

1943 (31 Mar.) envelope registered from Penang to Kuching, marked “English” at top
left, bearing Dai Nippon Penang 15c. with Japan 1s. and 7s., all tied by “GENERAL POST
OFFICE/PENANG” double-ring d.s. (Type JD6), showing brown sealing tape at left,
Penang E registration label and red crayon “Returned contrary to Postal Regulations” with
on reverse “Language Romanised Malay, Nipponese and Katakana”. Photo

S$400-500
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791

792

793

794
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*

1943 (1 Aug.) envelope from Singapore to Kuching, bearing Dai Nippon Perak 8c. tied
by Japanese c.d.s. and showing violet censor chop of Singapore Military Police
Department with a different chop on reverse. Photo

S$500-600

1943 (1 Sept.) 4c. stationery card from Kuala Lumpur to a Doctor at Kuching Hospital,
uprated with 1943 Savings 8c. and 15c., all tied by P.O. Savings Bank commemorative
cancel in blue and showing violet censor chop

S$200-250

1943 (20 Sept.) envelope from Singapore to Sibu, bearing Kanji on Perak 2c. on 5c. and
6c. on 5c., both tied by Japanese c.d.s. and showing three different censor chops; the
envelope with some stains on reverse. Photo

S$300-400

1943 (3 Oct.) envelope from Kuala Lumpur to Sibu, bearing Kanji on Perak 2c. on 5c.
vertical strip of four, all tied by “BRICKFIELDS ROAD KUALA LUMPUR” c.d.s. (Type D2) and
showing two different censor chops; the envelope a little creased and soiled. Photo

S$500-600

1944 (14 Feb.) 4c. stationery card from Singapore to Betong, crisply cancelled by
Japanese c.d.s. and showing violet censor chop

S$200-250

Photos also appear on page 63
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Prisoner of War Mail
Outgoing Mail

796

796

797

*

*

797

Undated Japanese “P.O.W. Camp, Borneo” card (Type 3a) sent by an Australian Private
to
Victoria,
showing
Japanese
chop
in
red
and
diamond-framed
“3/PASSED/BY/CENSOR/96” in violet; some slight creasing. Photo

S$800-1,000

1943 (15 Sept.) Japanese “P.O.W. Camp, Borneo” card (Type 3b) addressed to Bury St.
Edmunds, showing red Japanese chop and “Crown/PASSED/P.W. number” cachet; some
minor faults. Photo

S$800-1,000

Incoming Mail
798

*

1943 (13 Mar.) and (5 Oct.) unstamped envelopes (the former with small piece missing
at top left) marked “Prisoner of War”, the former from Altrincham to Lieut. Glasgow,
Borneo Camp, the latter from Durham addressed to Flight Lieut. Lee, Borneo Camp,
both showing British censor label and violet Japanese censor chop; and 1944 (July) 3d.
“PRISONER OF WAR POST” stationery card addressed to Mrs S.A. Wrenn, Civilian Internee,
Borneo Internment Camp, showing red British and Japanese censor markings

S$500-700

SINGAPORE
799

800

刂
ᔛ

刂
ᔛ

1948-52 perf 14 1c. to $5 set of fifteen and perf 171⁄ 2 x18 1c. to $5 set of eighteen, fresh
and fine unmounted mint. S.G. 1-30, £580

S$250-300

1980-84 Ships $1 imperforate horizontal pair, fine unmounted mint. S.G. 373a

S$200-250

Postage Dues
801

刂+
ᔛ
អ

1989-97 1c. bright emerald-green and 4c. orange-brown marginal blocks of four, fine
unmounted mint. Scarce, issued 7/11/1997 just weeks before Postage Due stamps were
withdrawn on 31/12/97. S.G. D21-D22
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This form should be sent or faxed to the
Spink auction office in advance of the sale.
References for new clients should be
supplied in good time to be taken up
before the sale. Bids received later than
one hour before the start of the sale may
not be processed.

NAME ______________________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
POSTCODE ___________________________________________________

69 Southampton Row, Bloomsbury,
London WC1B 4ET
tel: +44 (0)20 7563 4005
fax: +44 (0)20 7563 4037
email: auctionteam@spink.com
(available until 26 July)
Spink China
4/F and 5/F Hua Fu Commercial Building
111 Queen’s Road West Sheung Wan
Hong Kong
tel: +852 3952 3000
fax: +852 3952 3038
(available until 30 July)
Sale Location:
SUNTEC SINGAPORE CONVENTION &
EXHIBITION CENTRE
1 Raffles Boulevard, Singapore 039593
Room 336
tel: +65 9243 0399
(available on 1-3 August only)
email: singapore@spink.com
YOU CAN ALSO BID IN REAL TIME ON SPINK LIVE.
JUST VISIT WWW.SPINK.COM, REGISTER AND LOG INTO THE SALE.

SALE TITLE
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CODE NAME

SALE NO.

Stamps and Covers of South East Asia

Friday 2 August 2019
at 2.30 p.m.

KUCHING

19033

Irequest Spink, without legal obligations of any kind on its part, to bid on the following Lots up to the price given below. I understand that if my bid is successful the
Purchase Price will be the sum of the final bid and Buyer’s premium as a percentage of the final bid, any GST chargeable, also a fee for paying by card. The Rate of Premium
is 20% of the final hammer price of each lot. I understand Spink will pursue me for payment for any successful bid. In addition, I understand and consent that Spink may
share my personal details relating to the default with other auction houses and live bidding platforms to protect themselves from such defaults.
All bids shall be treated as offers made on the Terms and Conditions for Buyers printed in the catalogue. I also understand that Spink provides the service of executing
bids on behalf of clients for the convenience of clients and that Spink will not be held responsible for failing to execute bids. If identical commission bids are received for
the same Lot, the commission bid received first by Spink will take precedence. Please note that you will not be notified if there are higher written bids received.

BIDDERS PLEASE NOTE OUR EXTENSION CLAUSES IN OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR BUYERS
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS AND ENSURE THAT BIDS ARE IN SINGAPORE DOLLARS

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid S$
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid S$
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid S$
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

#

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

WRITTEN BIDS FORM

Please hold my purchases for collection at Spink London

TEL. HOME

Please hold my purchases for collection at Spink China in Hong Kong

______________________________________________

TEL. OFFICE ____________________________________________

____________________________________________________

E-MAIL ________________________________________________

SIGNATURE _______________________________________________

VAT NUMBER ___________________________________________

FAX

I agree to receive notifications about Spink auctions, news and events via email and direct mail
I agree to receive marketing notifications related only to the following categories (please select as appropriate)
Autographs / Banknotes / Bonds & Shares / Books / Coins / Comics / Handbags / Jewellery / Maps / Medals / Stamps / Watches /
Whiskies & Spirits / Wine / Corporate News & Events
We will use the personal information you provide to us as set out in our privacy notice available at www.spink.com/privacy-policy
Continued ...

DATE

SALE NO.

Friday 2 August 2019
at 2.30 p.m.

19033

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS AND ENSURE THAT BIDS ARE IN SINGAPORE DOLLARS
Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid S$
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid S$
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid S$
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

All Corporate cards regardless of origin and Consumer debit and credit cards issued outside the EU are subject to a fee of 2%
CARD NO:

START DATE:

SIGNATURE

TYPE OF CARD:

EXPIRY DATE

CONSUMER DEBIT
(UK OR EU)

SECURITY CODE:

NAME (ON CREDIT CARD)

CONSUMER DEBIT
(NON EU)

Please charge all purchases to my card

ISSUE NO:

CONSUMER CREDIT
(UK OR EU)

CONSUMER CREDIT
(NON EU)

ALL CORPORATE

Do not charge my card. (Spink will charge your card should you default on the payment)

BIDDING INCREMENTS
Bidding generally opens below the low estimate and advances in the following order although
the auctioneer may vary the bidding increments during the course of the auction. The normal
bidding increments are:
Up to S$100

by S$5

£3,000 to £6,000

S$100 to S$300

by S$10

S$6,000 to S$10,000

S$3,200-S$3,500-S$3,800-S$4,000 etc.
by S$500

S$300 to S$600

S$320-S$350-S$380-S$400 etc.

S$10,000 to S$20,000

by S$1,000

S$600 to S$1,000

by S$50

S$20,000 and up

S$1,000 to S$3,000

by S$100

Auctioneer’s discretion

GST of 7% is chargeable on hammer
and premium of all lots not exported
outside of Singapore. In the event that
a Spink nominated shipper is
instructed, then any GST refundable
under the Goods and Services Tax Act
(Cap 117A) of Singapore will not be
payable by the Buyer to Spink.

REFERENCES REQUIRED FOR CLIENTS NOT YET KNOWN TO SPINK

TRADE REFERENCES

BANK REFERENCES

________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR BUYERS
These conditions set out the terms on which we (Spink Asia Pte Limited, Registered at 50 Raffles Pl., #17-01 Singapore Land Tower, Singapore 048623) contract
with you (Buyer) either as agent on behalf of the Seller or as principal if we are the Seller. You should read these conditions carefully.
1

DEFINITIONS
The following definitions in this condition apply in these conditions.

Buyer’s Premium
Certificate of Authenticity
Expert Committee

means a committee of experts to whom a Lot may be sent for an extension in accordance with section 3.4;

Forgery

means a Lot constituting an imitation originally conceived and executed as a whole with a fraudulent intention to deceive as
to authorship, origin, age, period, culture or source where the correct description as to such matters is not reflected by the
description in the catalogue and which at the date of the auction had a value materially less than it would have had if it had
been in accordance with the description in the catalogue. Accordingly, no Lot shall be capable of being a Forgery by reason
of any damage and/or restoration work of any kind (including re-enamelling);

Hammer Price

means the amount of the highest bid accepted by the auctioneer in relation to a Lot;

Lot

means any item deposited with us for sale at auction and, in particular, the item or items described against any Lot number
in any catalogue;

Reserve

the amount below which we agree with the Seller that the Lot cannot be sold;

Seller

means the owner of the Lot being sold by us;

Spink Group

Spink Asia Pte Limited, Spink and Son Limited, our subsidiaries and associated companies;

GST

2

Goods and Services Tax chargeable under the Goods and Services Tax Act (Cap 117A) of Singapore on the supply of goods
and services in Singapore and the importation of goods into Singapore, and any similar replacement or additional tax.

SPINK ASIA’S ROLE AS AGENT
2.1

2.2

3

means the charge payable by you as a percentage of the Hammer Price, at the rates set out in clause 5.1 below;
means a certificate issued by an Expert Committee confirming the authenticity of a Lot;

All sales undertaken by us either at auction or privately are undertaken
either as agent on behalf of the Seller or from time to time, as principal
if we are the owner of the Lot. Please note that even if we are acting
as agent on behalf of the Seller rather than as principal, we may have
a financial interest in the Lot.

3.3

Your Responsibility
You are responsible for satisfying yourself as to the condition of the
goods and the matters referred to in the catalogue description.

3.4

Extensions – Stamps only
3.4.1

If you wish to obtain an expert opinion or Certificate of
Authenticity on any Lot (other than a mixed lot or lot
containing undescribed stamps) you must notify us in writing
not less than forty-eight hours before the time fixed for the
commencement of the first session of the auction. If accepted
by us, such request shall have the same effect as notice of an
intention to question the genuineness or description of the
Lot for the purposes of clause 5.12 (Refund in the case of
Forgery) of these Terms and Conditions and the provisions of
clause 5.12 (Refund in the case of Forgery) shall apply
accordingly.

3.4.2

Notice of a request for an expert opinion or Certificate of
Authenticity must give the reason why such opinion is
required and specify the identity of your proposed expert
which will be subject to agreement by us. We reserve the
right, at our discretion, to refuse a request for an expert
opinion or Certificate of Authenticity including (without
limitation) where the proposed expert is not known to us.

3.4.3

If we accept a request for an expert opinion or certificate of
Authenticity we will submit the Lot to the Expert
Committee. You acknowledge and accept that the length of
time taken by an Expert Committee to reach an opinion will
vary depending on the circumstances and in any event is
beyond our control.

3.4.4

We will not accept a request for an extension on account of
condition. Any Lot described in the catalogue as having faults
or defects may not be returned even if an expert opinion or
Certificate of Authenticity cites other faults or defects not
included in the catalogue description, other than in the case
of a Forgery.

3.4.5

Should Spink accept a request for an extension under the
foregoing provisions of this paragraph, the fact may be stated
by the Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to the sale of the
Lot.

3.4.6

It should be noted that any stamp accompanied by a
Certificate of Authenticity is sold on the basis of that
Certificate only and not on the basis of any other description
or warranty as to authenticity. No request for an extension
will be accepted on such a stamp and the return of such a
stamp will not be accepted.

3.4.7

If you receive any correspondence from the Expert
Committee in relation to the Lot, including but not limited
to a Certificate of Authenticity, you must provide us with
copies of such correspondence no later than 7 days after you
receive such correspondence.

The contract for the sale of the Lot will be between you and the Seller.

BEFORE THE SALE
3.1

Examination of goods
You are strongly advised to examine personally any goods in which
you are interested, before the auction takes place. Condition reports
are usually available on request. We provide no guarantee to you other
than in relation to Forgeries, as set out in clause 5.12 of these Terms
and Conditions.

3.2

Catalogue descriptions
3.2.1

3.2.2

3.2.3

Jan/2019

Statements by us in the catalogue or condition report, or
made orally or in writing elsewhere, regarding the authorship,
origin, date, age, size, medium, attribution, genuineness,
provenance, condition or estimated selling price of any Lot
are merely statements of opinion, and are not to be relied on
as statements of definitive fact. Catalogue and web
illustrations are for guidance only, and should not be relied
on either to determine the tone or colour of any item or to
reveal imperfections. No lot shall be rejected on the grounds
of inaccurate reproduction. No lot illustrated in the catalogue
and online shall be rejected on the grounds of cancellation,
centring, margins, perforation or other characteristics
apparent from the illustration. Estimates of the selling price
should not be relied on as a statement that this price is either
the price at which the Lot will sell or its value for any other
purpose.
Many items are of an age or nature which precludes their
being in perfect condition and some descriptions in the
catalogue or given by way of condition report make reference
to damage and/or restoration. We provide this information
for guidance only and the absence of such a reference does
not imply that an item is free from defects or restoration nor
does a reference to particular defects imply the absence of any
others.
Other than as set out in clause 5.12, and in the absence of
fraud, neither the Seller nor we, nor any of our employees or
agents, are responsible for the correctness of any statement as
to the authorship, origin, date, age, attribution, genuineness
or provenance of any Lot nor for any other errors of
description or for any faults or defects in any Lot. Every
person interested should exercise and rely on his own
judgment as to such matters.

4

AT THE SALE
4.1

Our sales usually take place on our own premises or premises over
which we have control for the sale, and we have the right, exercisable
at our complete discretion, to refuse admission to the premises or
attendance at an auction.

4.2

Registration before bidding
All bidders must be registered either by completing a registration form
or creating an account online. Please be aware that we usually require
buyers to present identification before making a bid at auction,
undergo a credit check or provide a trade reference. If you have not
bid successfully with Spink in the past, or you are registering with us
for the first time, we reserve the right to require a deposit of up to 50%
of the amount you intend to spend. Such deposit will be deducted
from your invoice should you be successful. If you are unsuccessful at
auction, your deposit will be returned by the same means it was paid
to Spink. Some lots may be designated, prior to the auction, as
“Premium Lots”, which means a deposit may be required before
placing a bid on the item for sale. Information will be posted on our
website in such an event.

4.3

Bidding as Principal
When making a bid (whether such bids are made in person or by
way of telephone bids operated by Spink, commission or online
or email bids), you will be deemed to be acting as principal and will
be accepting personal liability, unless it has been agreed in writing, at
the time of registration, that you are acting as agent on behalf of a
third party buyer acceptable to us.

4.4

Commission Bids
If you give us instructions to bid on your behalf, by using the form
provided in our catalogues or via our website, we shall use reasonable
endeavours to do so, provided these instructions are received not later
than 24 hours before the auction. If we receive commission bids on a
particular Lot for identical amounts, and at auction these bids are the
highest bids for the Lot, it will be sold to the person whose bid was
received first. Commission bids are undertaken subject to other
commitments at the time of the sale, and the conduct of the auction
may be such that we are unable to bid as requested. Since this is
undertaken as a free service to prospective buyers on the terms stated,
we cannot accept liability for failure to make a commission bid. You
should therefore always attend personally if you wish to be certain of
bidding.

4.5

On-line Bidding
We offer internet services as a convenience to our clients. We will not
be responsible for errors or failures to execute bids placed on the
internet, including, without limitation, errors or failures caused by (i)
a loss of internet connection by either party for whatever reason; (ii) a
breakdown or problems with the online bidding software and/or (iii)
a breakdown or problems with your internet connection, computer or
system. Execution of on-line internet bids on www.spink.com and
Spink Live is a free service undertaken subject to other commitments
at the time of the auction and we do not accept liability for failing to
execute an online internet bid or for errors or omissions in connection
with this activity.

4.6

Telephone Bids
If you make arrangements with us not less than 24 hours before the
sale, we shall use reasonable endeavours to contact you to enable you
to participate in bidding by telephone, but in no circumstances will we
be liable to either the Seller or you as a result of failure to do so.

4.7

4.8

Video images
At some auctions there will be a video screen. Mistakes may occur in
its operation, and we cannot be liable to you regarding either the
correspondence of the image to the Lot being sold or the quality of
the image as a reproduction of the original.

4.9

Bidding Increments
Bidding generally opens below the low estimate and advances in the
following order although the auctioneer may vary the bidding
increments during the course of the auction. The normal bidding
increments are:
Up to S$100
by S$5
S$100-S$300
by S$10
S$300-S$600
S$320 - S$350 - S$380- S$400 etc
S$600-S$1000
by S$50
S$1,000-S$3,000
by S$100
S$3,000-S$6,000
S$3,200 - S$3,500 - S$3,800 - S$4,000
S$6,000-S$10,000
by S$500
S$10,000-S$20,000
by S$1.000
S$20,000 and up
Auctioneer’s Discretion

Refusal of admission

Currency Converter
At some auctions, a currency converter will be operated, based on the
one month forward rates of exchange quoted to us by Barclays Bank
Plc or any other appropriate rate determined by us, at opening on the
date of the auction. Bidding will take place in a currency determined
by us, which is usually Singapore Dollars. The currency converter is
not always reliable, and errors may occur beyond our control either in
the accuracy of the Lot number displayed on the converter, or the
foreign currency equivalent of Singapore Dollars bids. We shall not be
liable to you for any loss suffered as a result of you following the
currency converter.

Jan/2019

4.10 Bidding by the Spink Group
4.10.1 We reserve the right to bid on Lots on the Seller’s behalf up
to the amount of the Reserve (if any), which will never be
above the low estimate printed in the auction catalogue.
4.10.2 The Spink Group reserves the right to bid on and purchase
Lots as principal.
4.10.3 Lots with this symbol ( ) indicate that a party has provided
Spink With an irrevocable bid on the lot that will be executed
during the sale at a value that ensures that the lot will sell. The
irrevocable bidder, who may bid in excess of the irrevocable
bid, will be compensated based on his bid in the event he or
she is not the successful bidder or may receive a fixed fee in
the event he or she is the successful bidder. If the irrevocable
bidder is the successful bidder, the fixed fee for providing the
irrevocable bid may be netted against the irrevocable bidder’s
obligation to pay the full purchase price for the lot. If the
irrevocable bid is not secured until after the printing of the
auction catalogue, a pre-sale announcement will be made
indicating that there is an irrevocable bid on the lot. If you are
interested in placing an irrevocable bid in an auction, please
contact us at chairmanoffice@spink.com. Typically, only some
of the lots with an estimate, which must exceed £100,000 or
equivalent in other currencies.
4.11 The Auctioneer’s Discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his absolute discretion to refuse any bid
to advance the bidding in such manner as he may decide to withdraw
or divide any Lot, to combine any two or more Lots and, in the case
of error or dispute, to put an item up for bidding again.
4.12 Successful Bid
Subject to the auctioneer’s discretion, the striking of his hammer
marks the acceptance of the highest bid, provided always that such bid
is higher than the Reserve (where applicable), and the conclusion of a
contract for sale between you and the Seller.
4.13 After Sale Arrangements
If you enter into any private sale agreements for any Lot with the
Seller within 60 days of the auction, we, as exclusive agents of the
Seller reserve the right to charge you the applicable Buyer’s Premium
in accordance with these Terms and Conditions, and the seller a
commission in accordance with the terms of the seller’s agreement.
4.14 Return of Lot
4.14.1 Once your bid has been accepted for a Lot then you are liable
to pay for that Lot in accordance with these Terms and
Conditions. If there are any problems with a Lot then you
must notify us within 7 days of receipt of the Lot, specifying
the nature of the problem. We may then request that the Lot
is returned to us for inspection. Save as set out in clause 5.12,
the cancellation of the sale of any Lot and the refund of the
corresponding purchase price is entirely at our sole discretion.
We will not normally exercise that discretion if the Lot is not
received by us in the same condition that it was in at the
auction date.
4.14.2 No lot may be returned on account of condition if the
condition was stated by a third party grading company
(including, but not limited to PCGS, NGC, ANACS, ICG,
PMG, WBG, Legacy Currency Grading).
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AFTER THE AUCTION
5.1 Buyer’s Premium and other charges
In addition to the Hammer Price, you must pay us the Buyer’s
Premium at a rate of 20% of the final Hammer Price of each lot,
postage charge and a fee for paying by card.
5.2 Goods and Services Tax and any other tax
As we remain liable to account for GST on all the Lots, the Buyer shall
pay any and all GST unless Lots are exported by Spink.
Lots uncollected from the auction venue will be shipped to Spink office
in London. Therefore they will be subject to 5% import tax if bought
by a UK/EU buyer or if collected from Spink office in London by a
non-EU Buyer.
5.3 GST Refunds
In the event a non-Singapore Buyer qualifies for a Tourist Refund,
Spink will fill in an electronic tax refund form for the Buyer in order to
reclaim GST at the airport when leaving Singapore.
5.4 Payment
5.4.1 You must provide us with your full name and permanent
address and, if so requested, details of the bank from which
any payments to us will be made. You must pay the full
amount due (comprising the Hammer Price, the Buyer’s
Premium and any applicable GST) within seven days after the
date of the sale.
5.4.2 You will not acquire title to the Lot until all amounts due have
been paid in full. This includes instances where special
arrangements were made for release of Lot prior to full
settlement.
5.4.3 Payment should be made in Singapore Dollars by one of the
following methods:
(i)
Direct bank transfer to our account details of which are
set out on the invoice. All bank charges shall be met by
you. Please ensure that your client number is noted on
the transfer.
(ii) By Singapore Dollar cheque or bank draft made payable
to Spink (Asia) Pte Limited and deposited at any branch
of DBS in Singapore quoting Spink account number as
set out on the invoice and the invoice number.
(iii) By Visa or Mastercard. All Corporate cards regardless of
origin and Consumer debit and credit cards issued
outside the EU are subject to a fee of 2%. Please be
informed that all credit card payments will be processed
in pound sterling in our London office. We are not
responsible for any foreign exchange losses or charges
that you may incur in connection with such purchases.
5.4.4 Payments should be made by the registered buyer and not by
third parties, unless it has been agreed at the time of
registration that you are acting as an agent on behalf of a third
party.
5.5 Invoices
Invoices may consist of one or more pages.
5.6 Collection of Purchases
5.6.1 Unless we specifically agree to the contrary, we shall retain
items sold until all amounts due to us, or to the Spink Group,
have been paid in full. Buyers will be required to pay for their
lots when they wish to take possession of the same, which
must be within 7 days of the date of the sale, unless prior
arrangements have been made with Spink. Without prior
agreement, lots will not be released until cleared funds are
received with regard to payments made by cheque.
5.6.2 Unless we notify you to the contrary, items retained by us will
be covered in accordance with our policy which is available for
inspection at our offices from the date of sale for a period of
seven days or until the time of collection, whichever is sooner.
After seven days or from the time of collection, whichever is
the earlier, the Lot will be entirely at your risk.
5.6.3 Our policy will not cover and we are unable to accept
responsibility for damage caused by woodworm, changes in
atmospheric conditions or acts of terrorism.
5.6.4 Lots may be collected from the sale venue on the day of the
auction and from our SINGPEX exhibition booth the day
after. In the event where a cheque or bank draft payable to
Spink (Asia) Pte Ltd has been presented to us, unless we
specifically agree to the contrary, no Lots shall be released
before the cheque or bank draft has cleared where such funds
have been credited to our bank account.
5.6.5 All uncollected Lots will be shipped to Spink office in London
and despatched to buyers from there. For EU buyers 5%
import VAT on the Hammer Price will be applied on the
invoice.
5.7 Notification
We are not able to notify successful bidders by telephone. While
Invoices are sent out by mail after the auction we do not accept
responsibility for notifying you of the result of your bid. You are
requested to contact us by telephone or in person as soon as possible
after the auction to obtain details of the outcome of your bids to avoid
incurring charges for late payment.
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5.8

Packing and Handling
5.8.1 We shall use all reasonable endeavours to take care when
handling and packing a purchased Lot but remind you that
after seven days or from the time of collection, whichever is
sooner, the Lot is entirely at your risk. Our postage charges
are set out at the back of the catalogue.
5.8.2 It is the responsibility of the Buyer to be aware of any Import
Duties that may be incurred upon importation to the final
destination. Spink will not accept return of any package in
order to avoid these duties. The onus is also on the Buyer to
be aware of any Customs import restrictions that prohibit the
importation of certain collectibles. Spink will not accept return
of the Lot(s) under these circumstances. Spink will not accept
responsibility for Lot(s) seized or destroyed by Customs.
5.8.3 If the Buyer requires delivery of the Lot to an address other
than the invoice address, this will be carried out at the
discretion of Spink.

5.9

Recommended packers and shippers
If required our shipping department may arrange shipment as your
agent. Although we may suggest carriers if specifically requested, our
suggestions are made on the basis of our general experience of such
parties in the past and we are not responsible to any person to whom
we have made a recommendation for the acts or omissions of the third
parties concerned.

5.10 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases
5.10.1 If you fail to make payment within seven days of your
stipulated payment date set out in your invoice, we shall be
entitled to exercise one or more of the following rights or
remedies:
5.10.1.1 to charge interest at the rate of 2% per month
compound interest, calculated on a daily basis, from
the date the full amount is due;
5.10.1.2 to set off against any amounts which the Spink
Group may owe you in any other transaction the
outstanding amount remaining unpaid by you;
5.10.1.3 we may keep hold of all or some of your Lots or
other property in the possession of the Spink Group
until you have paid all the amounts you owe us or
the Spink Group, even if the unpaid amounts do not
relate to those Lots or other property. Following
fourteen days’ notice to you of the amount
outstanding and remaining unpaid, the Spink Group
shall have the right to arrange the sale of such Lots
or other property. We shall apply the proceeds in
discharge of the amount outstanding to us or the
Spink Group, and pay any balance to you;
5.10.1.4 where several amounts are owed by you to the Spink
Group in respect of different transactions, to apply
any amount paid to discharge any amount owed in
respect of any particular transaction, whether or not
you so direct;
5.10.1.5 to reject at any future auction any bids made by you
or on your behalf or obtain a deposit from you
before accepting any bids.
5.10.2 If you fail to make payment within thirty-five days, we shall in
addition be entitled:
5.10.2.1 to cancel the sale of the Lot or any other item sold
to you at the same or any other auction;
5.10.2.2 to arrange a resale of the Lot, publicly or privately,
and, if this results in a lower price being obtained,
claim the balance from you together with all
reasonable costs including a 20% seller’s
commission, expenses, damages, legal fees,
commissions and premiums of whatever kind
associated with both sales or otherwise, incurred in
connection with your failure to make payment; or
5.10.2.3 when reselling the Lot, place a notice in our
catalogue stating that you successfully purchased the
Lot at auction but have subsequently failed to pay
the Hammer Price of the Lot; or
5.10.2.4 take any other appropriate action as we deem fit.
5.10.3 If you fail to collect within fourteen days after the sale,
whether or not payment has been made, you will be required
5.10.3.1 to pay a storage charge of S$5 per item per day plus
any additional handling cost that may apply;
5.10.3.2 you will not be entitled to collect the Lot until all
outstanding charges are met, together with payment
of all other amounts due to us.

5.11 Use of Default Information
If you fail to make payment for a Lot in accordance with these Terms
and Conditions
5.11.1 we reserve the right to refuse you the right to make bids for
any future auction irrespective of whether previous defaults
have been settled; and
5.11.2 you acknowledge that we may (as necessary for our legitimate
interests those of other auctioneers and live bidding platforms
in referencing customers and avoiding customer defaults)
disclose details of such default to other auctioneers and live
bidding platforms, which will include your name, address,
nature of the default and the date of the default.
Auctioneers or live bidding platforms who receive details of
the default may rely on such information when deciding
whether to enter into a transaction with you in the future.
5.12 Refund in the case of Forgery
5.12.1 A sale will be cancelled, and the amount paid refunded to you
if a Lot (other than a miscellaneous item not described in the
catalogue) sold by us proves to have been a Forgery. We shall
not however be obliged to refund any amounts if either (a)
the catalogue description or saleroom notice at the auction
date corresponded to the generally accepted opinion of
scholars or experts at that time, or fairly indicated that there
was a conflict of opinions, or (b) it can be demonstrated that
the Lot is a Forgery only by means of either a scientific
process not generally accepted for use until after publication
of the catalogue or a process which at the date of the auction
was unreasonably expensive or impracticable or likely to have
caused damage to the Lot. Furthermore, you should note
that this refund can be obtained only if the following
conditions are met:
5.12.1.1 you must notify us in writing, within seven days of
the auction date, that in your view the Lot
concerned is a Forgery;
5.12.1.2 you must then return the item to us within
fourteen days, in the same condition as at the
auction date; and
5.12.1.3 as soon as possible following return of the Lot, you
must produce evidence satisfactory to us that the
Lot is a Forgery and that you are able to transfer
good title to us, free from any third party claims.
5.12.1.4 you must provide to us all evidence obtained by you
that a Lot is a Forgery no later than 7 days after you
receive such evidence.
5.12.2 In no circumstances shall we be required to pay you any more
than the amount paid by you for the Lot concerned and you
shall have no claim for interest.
5.12.3 The benefit of this guarantee is not capable of being
transferred, and is solely for the benefit of the person to
whom the original invoice was made out by us in respect of
the Lot when sold and who, since the sale, has remained the
owner of the Lot without disposing of any interest in it to any
third party.
5.12.4 We shall be entitled to rely on any scientific or other process
to establish that the Lot is not a Forgery, whether or not such
process was used or in use at the date of the auction.
6

LIABILITY
Nothing in these Terms and Conditions limits or excludes our liability for:
6.1 death or personal injury resulting from negligence; or
6.2 any damage or liability incurred by you as a result of our fraud or
fraudulent misrepresentation.

7

USE OF YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION
7.1

7.2
7.3

7.4
7.5

We will use the personal information you provide to us as set out in
our privacy notice (available at https://spink.com/privacy-policy) and
in particular to:
7.1.1 process the bids you make on Lots (whether successful or
otherwise) and other auction related services we provide;
7.1.2 process your payment relating to a successful purchase of a Lot;
7.1.3 arrange for delivery of any Lot you purchase, which will include
passing your details to shipping providers and, on overseas
deliveries, to customs where they make enquiries regarding the
Lot;
7.1.4 inform you about similar products or services that we provide,
but you may stop receiving these at any time by contacting us.
In accordance with clause 4.2, we may pass your information to credit
reference agencies in order to obtain credit checks from them, and
they may keep a record of any search that they do.
In accordance with clause 5.11, where you default on making payment
for a Lot in accordance with these terms and conditions we may
disclose details of such default to other auctioneers and live bidding
platforms.
We are also working closely with third parties (including, for example,
other auctioneers and live bidding platforms) and may receive
information about you from them.
Where you provide us with personal information about other
individuals, you must ensure that your provision of that information is
compliant with applicable data protection law.
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8

COPYRIGHT
8.1

8.2

9

We shall have the right (on a non-exclusive basis) to all images,
illustrations and written materials including photograph, video or any
other product relating to a Lot. All rights in such property will belong
to us, and we shall have the right to use it in whatever way we see fit.
The copyright in all images, illustrations and written material relating
to a Lot is and shall remain at all times our property and we shall have
the right to use it in whatever way we see fit. You shall not use or allow
anyone else to use such images, illustrations or written material
without our prior written consent.

NOTICES
All notices given under these Terms and Conditions may be served
personally, sent by 1st class post, or faxed to the address given to the sender
by the other party. Any notice sent by post will be deemed to have been
received on the second working day after posting or, if the addressee is
overseas, on the fifth working day after posting. Any notice sent by fax or
served personally will be deemed to be delivered on the first working day
following despatch.

10 ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
The following provisions of this clause 10 shall apply only if you are acting
for the purposes of your business.
10.1 Limitation of Liability
Subject to clause 6, we shall not be liable, whether in tort (including
for negligence) or breach of statutory duty, contract,
misrepresentation or otherwise for any:
10.1.1 loss of profits, loss of business, depletion of goodwill and/or
similar losses, loss of anticipated savings, loss of goods, loss of
contract, loss of use, loss of corruption of data or information;
or
10.1.2 any special, indirect, consequential or pure economic loss,
costs, damages, charges or expenses.
10.2 Severability
If any part of these Terms and Conditions is found by any court to be
invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that part may be discounted and the
rest of the conditions shall continue to be valid and enforceable to the
fullest extent permitted by law.
10.3 Force majeure
We shall have no liability to you if we are prevented from, or delayed
in performing, our obligations under these Terms and Conditions or
from carrying on our business by acts, events, omissions or accidents
beyond our reasonable control, including (without limitation) strikes,
lock-outs or other industrial disputes (whether involving our
workforce or the workforce of any other party), failure of a utility
service or transport network, act of God, war, riot, civil commotion,
malicious damage, compliance with any law or governmental order,
rule, regulation or direction, accident, breakdown of plant or
machinery, fire, flood, storm or default of suppliers or subcontractors.
10.4 Waiver
10.4.1 A waiver of any right under these Terms and Conditions is
only effective if it is in writing and it applies only to the
circumstances for which it is given. No failure or delay by a
party in exercising any right or remedy under these Terms and
Conditions or by law shall constitute a waiver of that (or any
other) right or remedy, nor preclude or restrict its further
exercise. No single or partial exercise of such right or remedy
shall preclude or restrict the further exercise of that (or any
other) right or remedy.
10.4.2 Unless specifically provided otherwise, rights arising under
these Terms and Conditions are cumulative and do not
exclude rights provided by law.
10.5 Law and Jurisdiction
10.5.1 These Terms and Conditions and any dispute or claim arising
out of or in connection with them or their subject matter,
shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the
law of Singapore.
10.5.2 The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of Singapore
shall have non-exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or
claim that arises out of, or in connection with, Terms and
Conditions or their subject matter.
Postage Charges (signed for, insured mail, including packing)
Value
Up to S$5000
Above S$5000

Price
S$50
S$100

Shipments of more than 2kg or volumetric measurement of more than 2kg have
to be sent by courier. Certain countries may incur extra charge when courier
services are required by our insurance policy. For lots sent by courier please
contact singapore@spink.com or (for lots held in London office)
auctionteam@spink.com for calculation of any further relevant cost in addition
to the above charges.

S$50
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